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Identity theft

I

oda OCI

ID numbers
put students
at risk

Soft drink empire making big plans at Western
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY
RODRICK REIDSMA

New soft drink deal sweet for
Western, Pepsi
..
.

Pepsi claimed the next genera♦ Students consume 40,000
tion on the Hill after recently cases of Pepsi per year. That is
signing a 10-year contract with equal to 960,000 Pepsi products
Western. In return for a customer and 54 Pepsis per student, per
base that now numbers more
year.
than 17,000 students, staff
Other tidbits
and faculty, Pepsi will offer ,,
a number of incentives
♦ Pepsi is the No.I
to Western.
~l~ preferred beverage
♦ 57 percent of ~ among teens.
the money from each
♦ Diet Pepsi is
Pepsi product sold fr?m
the fastest growing diet
on-campus
vendmg
brand.
machines goes back to
~
♦ Pepsi products are
Western.
the preferred soft drink at
♦ Western received
Western convenience stores.
$360,000 from the sale of Pepsi
♦ 59 percent of the soft drinks
from vending machines in 2002.
sold at Western convenience
♦ $83,000 of that total profit stores are Pepsi products, comwent to Housing and Residence pared to 41 percent for Coke proLife for in-hall programs. The ducts.
majority of Pepsi vending
♦ Aquafina drinking water, a
machines at Western are located Pepsi product, is preferred over
in dorms.
Dasani, a Coke product, at
♦ $277,000 of the $360,000 Western.
was used to pay the mortgage on
♦ 75 percent of bottled water
Downing University Center, to sold on campus is Aquafina.
run the ID Center and was used to
- Beth Sewell
fund other student activities.
♦ Pepsi gives $10,000 per
Source: WKU Dining Services
year to Western for student scholand Pepsi
arships.
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Weather

Accident

Student killed
driving to class
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
A Western student traveling on the William Natcher
Parkway to his morning classes was killed yesterday after a
truck lost control and hit the student's car head on.
Owensboro senior Kenneth Rowan Jr., 25, was pronounced
dead at the scene, according to Kentucky State Police.
Rowan, who commuted to Western from Owensboro on
Mondays and Wednesdays, was driving his 1994 Honda
Accord in the southbound lane heading toward Bowling Green
when the crash occurred.
About 8:10 a.m. yesterday, a 1991 Ford F-150 traveling

Western and Pepsi are going steady.
The exclusive relationship was made official this year, and as a sign of Pepsi's commitment, Western's logo will be featured
along with UK and U of Lon Aquafina bottles sold in Kentucky.
The new bottles will hit shelves and vending machines in about three months.
And this spring, Pepsi will release a special
Western Pepsi can in Southcentral Kentucky.
The changes are only the beginning of what
Auxiliary Services Director Rob Chrisler said is
a great alliance. He said Pepsi has continued to
dangle tasty contracts that keep the university
loyal.
"They want to be big in this market because
this is generally Coke territory," Chrisler
said." ... The rewards for having an exclusive
contract outweigh having both (Coke and
Pepsi)."
And now, Western's choosing Pepsi for the
next generation.
Pepsi officials recently signed a 10-year ,
contract with Western that gives the soda
company exclusive rights on the Hill. The
contract also includes the option for two
five-year renewals, meaning the relationship
between Western and Pepsi could last 20
years or more.
In return for Western offering up more
than 17,000 thirsty students, Pepsi has
agreed to advertise the university on its
products, as well as contribute funding to
campus projects.
Chrisler said when the time came for
Pepsi and Coca-Cola to vie for an exclusive
contract, Pepsi offered a higher return rate
to Dining Services and a number of marketing incentives.
Bernie Duraski, region manager for
Pepsi, said having an exclusive contract with Western is preferable for his
company because it increases sales,
marketing opportunities and gives Pepsi
the chance to contribute to Bowling
Green.
"I think it's important for us as a
company to let the community know
we're willing to invest in the community, in Western and in the students,"
Duraski said.
Pepsi's contributions include the
two new $500,000 scoreboards in
Diddle Arena and a $3,000 project to
paint Big Red waving a red towel
on one Pepsi delivery truck yearly
until the entire Southcentral
Kentucky fleet dons Western's mascot.
SEE PEPSI PAGE

..

BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
She struggled to drop the postcard in the mailbox.
Like thousands of students on the Hill,
Marion sophomore Susan Towery found herself
confirming her housing request this summer by
mail. But she wasn't worried about where she
was going to be living.
"It's a postcard," Towery said. "It's not like
the inside of a letter. It has your name, social
security number and address on it."
Towery was opening herself up to a security
risk students here face everyday, whether they
know it or not - she was showing her social
security number to people she
didn't know.
Western uses social security
information as its student identification number, a practice
that has stretched more than
three decades.
and
Starting this month, students may unwittingly open
themselves up to further social
security risks.
A recent deal between the
university and Domino's Pizza
will allow purchases from the
company to be paid with Big
bought
and meal plan dollars.
with Big Red
Students will have to share
their student ID numbers their social security
meal plan usually
numbers - over the telephone
to pay for their pie.
Auxiliary Services Director
Rob Chrisler said there isn't a
security risk for students ordering
Domino's because the
security pizzafrom
company's contract doesn't allow them to misuse the
information.
But using social security numbers to identify
students, whether in pizza transactions or on academic transcripts, is a practice in question, especially as identity theft has become more visible
nationally.
Jay Foley, director of consumer and victim
services for the Identity Theft Resource Center in
San Diego, said college campuses are particularly vulnerable for identity theft.
"Any place where you put your social security number you're eligible to become a victim,"
Foley said, adding that he advises colleges to use
a different identification system.
Campus police Capt. Eugene Hoofer said he
isn' t aware of any student identity theft cases at
Western, but student social security numbers
appear on transcripts and other university records. Many faculty require students to jot their
social security numbers on tests.
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Snow cancels classes for first time in six years
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter
When Joyce Duncan and Ashley Huff woke up to find a snowcovered ground outside their window yesterday morning, the
roommates jumped up and down on their beds in celebration.
But they were soon disappointed to learn that their classes for
the day were not canceled - yet.
Duncan, a junior from Elizabethtown, resumed her frolic once
she found out that all of her classes after 10 a.m. were called of£.
"I took off running down the hall screaming out, 'Class is canceled, class is canceled!'" Duncan said.
Huff, a Louisville sophomore, was equally enthused.
"It's great," Huff said. "We're going to make a snowman and
go sledding."
Western officials decided at 8:30 yesterday morning to cancel
all classes that met after 10 a.m. The cancellation marked the first
time the university has called off classes since 1996.
SEE

Siu PAu 1 OA

No more flooding?

New Outlet

Next semester

Western has devised a plan to
stop its directional halls from

WKU Outlet offers guidance
for gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender students. Page lB.

The Herald will resume publication next semester on Jan. 14.
Have a great winter break.

flooding. Page 2A.

7A

Use of social security
numbers unsafe

"~'re going to make a snowman. "-Ashley Huff sophomore

StE STUDEIT PAGE 9A
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STORY BY
BETH SEWELL

Nina Greipel/Herald
McLean County Junior Laura Knight cleans off her car on
College Street with a flip-flop before heading to work.

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for The Visual
Voice: an online gallery of the
year's mulitmedia presentations.
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Weather watch
Today

By the numbers
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Squeeze It

Dorm repairs

Directional halls free
from future flooding
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BY. JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
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Price Chambers/Herald
Left to right, freshmen Katie Richards, Amy Murray and Katie Barr relieve tension with Play-Doh at Downing
University Center Wednesday.

~- ► Crime ReJJOrtl
J~

Arrests

♦ Kelly A. Jones, Nutc wood Avenue, was charged
. Friday with alcohol intoxica·"· tion. She was released the
next day from Warren County
Regional Jail on time served.
t,

Reports
♦ Maurice A. Perkins, Gilbert Hall , reported Sunday
,. $600 in property stolen from
~ his dorm room.
~

► Briefs

♦ Corey B. Montgomery,
Gilbert, reported Sunday
$150 in property stolen from
his dorm room.
♦ Scott S. Ashburn, Gilbert, reported Sunday $540 in
property stolen from his dorm
room.
♦ Candice A. Elliott,
Pearce-Ford Tower, reported
Monday $75 in damage to her
1995 Oldsmobile Achieva
parked in PFT lot.

Engineering honors

"Wobbler Steam Engines." More
than 90 students will participate
in the event and administrators
and parents have been invited.

The engineering department
will honor freshman engineering
student achievements at 1 p.m. on
Wednesday, Dec. 11 in the
Garrett Ballroom. Freshman
Engineering Day will include students from the civil, electrical and
mechanical programs. Projects
on display include "Concrete
Toboggan," "Bug Robots" and

Residence halls to close
All residence halls are scheduled to close for the winter break
on Dec. 14 at 4 p.m. They will
reopen at 8 a.m. on Jan. 9, 2003.

Improvements have been
made by the Student Life
Foundation to prevent more
flooding of the newly renovated
directional halls.
''We remain committed to providing a high quality living environment for our residents and to
resolving any issues that adversely affect that environment," said
Don Stoneburg, project director
for SLF and Western.
Rain waters plagued the directionals twice this semester, when
a storm on Sept. 17 followed by a
second on Nov. 10 left several
inches of water in Northeast and
Southwest Halls.
When the directional halls
were renovated, storm lines were
tied back into the existin~ storm
water management system. It is
customary to tie into existing utility systems and to expect the
existing systems to operate properly, Stoneburg said in an e-mail.
The previous system was
equipped to support the area
before renovations.
Geography and geology professor Mike May serves on the
storm water advisory board for
the city. The board is addressing
Bowling Green's rain water management, which includes some of
Westem's run-off as well.
'The underground systems are
affected when we shove dirt
around on the surface," May said.
'The problem is that when you
move surface material around, it's

not at its equilibrium and you
may get water run-off."
Recently the Student Life
Foundation funded several
improvements made to the stonn
drains and sink holes near the
directional halls.
The existing water lines were
inadequate due to a failure with
the existing sinkhole inlet The
inlet was re-established and connected to the storm drain system
as of Nov. 22 and should now
handle storm water flow, even at
the rate experienced during the
last stonn, Stoneburg said.
''We ran a new drain all the
way to the new sinkhole and
cleaned out the sinkhole all to
itself, so we should be in good
shape," said Brian Kuster,
Housing and Residence Life
director.
Surface drains were added in
the Southwest Hall area to handle
water accumulation. New parking
lot curbs in the Northeast Hall
area will redirect water from the
Grise Hall parking lot
Stoneburg is confident with
the improvements.
"We believe we now have full
flow capacity restored to the system," Stoneburg said. "Also, we
have created alternative relief
points for the system which will
discharge water to areas that will
not adversely affect our residence
halls, should the system somehow not meet the inlet flow rates
in the future."

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com

,------------------------- ~-:------------------------....,.......,
- Jessica Sasseen

HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY HOLIDAY!
SHOP ONLINE OR VISIT US
DURING THE BREAK!
• •.
®
USE YOUR
BIG RED CARD
TO PAY!

NOW
ACCEPTING

EKZ♦B

I

BIG RED
&DINING

DOLLARS!

COLLEGE GRAFFITI

West Bowling Green & WKU

781-9494

796-8528 •1231 CENTER STREET
WWW .COLLEGEGRAFFITI.COM

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

East Bowling Green
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C~ngratulations best appointed
officer: Jessica Evangelist

~ ~~~~ ~~t
1

to ~ur flag football team
KO King: Jeremy Myers
Orleans!
ona
tournament in New
Best Big & Lil: Jackie Stoess
Elizabeth McKinley
White Rose: Heather Dickerson
Congratulations to
Panhellenic Off'
newly elected
Rosebud: Stacey Adkisson
Icers:
President:
Professor of the Month:
Debbie Shivel
Jennifer Brumley
1st VP:
Alumnae of the Month:
Krissy Taylor
Brooke Marshal
2nd VP:
Congratulations to Melissa Crane on
Alecia Davis
your engagement!
Secretary:

~ Congratulations to Laura Beth
· Hanson, Cary Fisher, Emily Adams
and Brooke Sanders for getting
'
Lavaliered.

'I<

Congratulations most active
member: Julie Bodine

Amanda Brawner
Treasurer:
Selva
sMelissa
.
ge
pnng Sing Choir·
Ellen Suanski .
Love th
' e

s·1sters of ~
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Crime

Robbery suspect arrested Richards to announce candidacy
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
The student indicted by a
grand jury last month for the
October robbery of a student in
Pearce-Ford Tower was arrested Nov. 27 in Hopkinsville.
Elizabethtown freshman
Steven DeWayne Mayton was
charged with first degree robbery and burglary by Hopkinsville police, campus police
Capt. Eugene Hoofer said.
Mayton was still being held
in Christian County Jail yester-

day, Hopkinsville police
spokesman Mike Wood said.
Wood said authorities are
wa1tmg for Mayton to be
brought back to Bowling
Green.
Hoofer said he was unaware
when that may happen.
Mayton was arrested at
2707 Richard St. in Hopkinsville, Wood said.
Wood did not know how
Hopkinsville police found
Mayton or if the arrest
occurred at ~ayton 's resi-

dence. Mayton was listed on the
Hopkinsville police arrest report
as an employee at Hopkinsville
Milling, a flour company.
Nick North, a sophomore
from Zionsville, Ind., reported
Oct. 16 being held at gunpoint
and robbed of $150 cash in his
11th-floor dorm room by a man
wearing a mask.
North could not be reached
for comment yesterday.
Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

Student life _,

Student wins Miss Kentucky USA .
ity to answer the questions and
think on her feet.
"She's a smart girl, very intelLori Mitchell might be living
lectual," Clark said. "I only spent
proof that dreams really can
15 minutes talking to her personcome true.
ally, but even in that time I could
The Scottsville senior joined
tell how smart she was."
an elite group on Sunday when
Mitchell, a member of Chi
she became the third
Omega
sorority,
Western student in the
received her crown
last six years to be
before a group of
crowned Miss Kent- '
friends and family who
uckyUSA.
had come to support
She beat 39 other
her.
contestants between
"I had a following
the ages of 18 and 27
of 30 people and about
for the title. In Feb12 to 14 of those were
ruary, she will represorority sisters .. . who
sent Kentucky at the Mitchell
had come to support
Miss USA pageant in
me," Mitchell said.
Gary, Ind.
"Everybody was so excited."
Appearance in fonnal wear
To be selected to compete in
and an opening number were Miss Kentucky, Mitchell had to
several of the things contestants send a photograph of herself to
were judged on. Unlike the Miss the Miss Kentucky State headAmerica Pageant, there is no tal- quarters, undergo a preliminary
ent competition in Miss USA
interview and secure a sponsor to
' Judges narrowed the contes- cover her entry fees.
tant pool to 10 and then five in
"Each girl is responsible for
the final rounds. In those rounds, getting her own sponsor fee,"
contestants had to answer ques- Clark said.
tions on-the-spot
Mitchell's parents were able
Pageant director Betty Clark to sponsor her this year.
was impressed by Mitchell's abilShe has been preparing to
BY CLARE LOWTHER

Herald reporter

I

compete since summer when she
learned she had been selected.
"I had to prepare myself mentally and physically," she said. "I
went to the gym, went on a strict
diet and strict exercise routine.
For the interview part, you just
have to be mentally prepared... .
I feel like l have been preparing
for this since I was 14."
Mitchell participated in her
first pageant at 14. In 2000, she
was crowned Miss Kentucky
State Fair, but she has been less
active in pageants in the past two
years.
Mitchell credits her success
to luck and the support of her
friends and family.
"My parents are so .supportive," she said. "My mom was not
at all the typical pageant mother.
She wasn't pushy, so I never felt
like I had to compete."
As Miss Kentucky, Mitchell's
duties will include making personal appearances, helping with
charitable causes and preparing
for the Miss USA competition
with the help of Clark and other
representatives from tl1e Miss
Kentucky pageant.
Reach Clare Lowther at
features@wkuherald.com.
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l-Iemld reporter
Fonner College Heights Herald faculty adviser
Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, was scheduled to
announce his candidacy for governor at an 8 a.m.
press conference today at South Campus.
Richards has been Speaker of the Kentucky
House of Representatives since 1995 and has represented House Disttict 20 since 1976.
"Now, I want to serve all of the people of
Kentucky to the best of my abilities as their governor," he said in a news relea~e.
Richards was scheduled to announce Jefferson
Circuit Court Clerk Tony Miller as his nirming mate.
"Together, I am certain that we can strengthen
our economy, build on educational excellence and
bring greater prosperity and security to all
Kentuckians," he said in the release.
Miller balances and improves the ticket's chance
at winning the Democratic primary in May, said
Saundra Ardrey, head of Western's government
department.
"Richards may have problems with name recognition outside this area, and Tony Miller, coming
from Jefferson County, will strengthen his chances,"
she said.
Fellow Democrat Rob Wilkey, District 22 representative from Franklin, called Richards' bid to
become Kentucky's 60th chief executive "a logical

extension of legislative politics."
"I'm very excited about Speaker Richards' candidacy," Wilkey said. "We need great leaders. I
think he's the most experienced and most qualified
for the job."
Richards, 64, taught journalism at Western from
1964 until 1973 and was Student Publications director and adviser of the Herald and Talisman.
He calls education his "signal issue." In his first
term in the legislature, he chaired the House
Education Committee and later helped draft Kentucky's Education RefonnAct.
After their scheduled announcement in Bowling
Green today, Richards and Miller were slated to
make a similar announcement in Newport, Frankfort
and Miller's hometown of Louisville.
Richards will be the second Democrat to officially announce his candidacy for governor. Attorney
General Ben Chandler, with Louisville businessman
Charlie Owen as his running mate, made his campaign announcement in Chandler's hometown of
Versailles Tuesday.
Sixth District U.S. Representative Ernie
Fletcher, of Lexington, is the only full-fledged Republican gubernatorial candidate so far. He made his
announcement Monday. Hunter Baxter, a former
aide to U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell is Fletcher's
pick for lieutenant governor.
Reach Dave Shinall at news@wkuherald.com

Moving on: 906 to receive degrees
BY ADRIANE HARDIN

Herald reporter
The thought of sporting a black robe doesn' t
excite Peewee Valley senior Matthew Carron.
Enduring the long lines and crowded conditions
of Western 's 152nd graduation doesn' t either, but
it's something he's doing for his parents.
Carron, a music education major, is one of
906 students who will receive a degree at the end
of the semester. The ceremony will be held at I 0
a.m. Dec. 14 at Diddle Arena. Western officials
expect 605 students to participate.
Senior Desiree Hall of Portland, Tenn., will
be one of the 605. She will close one chapter of
her life and begin another with a move to Los
Angeles to pursue a career in television and
movies.
'Tm excited and anxious and happy. I'm
looking forward to moving on," Hall said.
This year's ceremony will include video

boards to give family and friends an opportunity
to see their graduate up close, according to a
news release.
Family and friends of this month's graduates
can enter Diddle from the ground level
entrances. There are a limited number of parking
spaces, but parking will be available in nearby
lots.
For Brent Doxtater, limited parking and walking the line at graduation won't be problems. The
senior from Lebanon, Tenn., doesn't plan to
attend graduation.
Doxtater has applied to be a part of the Secret
' Service after graduation. He said his family was
' slightly disappointed that they wouldn't get to
sec him march into the arena.
"I told them I'd walk the line out in the front
yard," he said.
Reach Adriane Hardin at
news@wkuherald.com.

Contact:
TbeCreeci

OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constit111io11

Editor Caroline l ynch:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion editor Brandy Warren:
herald@wkuherald.com
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The old fat man can't have all the fun during the holidays.

Fun, fuzzy, facetious gifts from the-· Herald s~

s might. Don t fight, there's
dorms, san dbag
lenty to go around.
.
P ♦ H ousm
. g and Residence Life could clear.
.
e help in the new year. Fiascoes
ly_ usfle sod~ g housing shortages and this new
with oo 10 ,
·
h ·
$
termination fee are leaving t e1r phone
500
lines tied up. Santa's pic_king u~ the tab to
enroll the workers in Pubhc Relations classe_s.
then they can learn to put a good spin
.d.
A t Ieast .
on bad news or even better, avoi 1~♦ Beer buggers, a six pack of Hemek~~ and
chair is what President Ransdell is geta Iaw n
b k.
.
f
Christmas · He can toss one ac. m
bq ITT
front of McLean like all the other alumm. Or
he can buckle down and create a real alcohol

anta has checked his list. Now it's
the Herald's turn to make some
revisions.
The old fat man can't have all the
fun during the holidays.
The Herald has created a list of things we'd
like to pass on to some of the semester's
biggest newsmakers.
Some screwed up and some made us proud.
Either way, they could all use a little help
this time of year.
Enjoy.
♦ There's nothing quite like waking up on
Christmas morning, running down the stairs
and seeing what Santa Claus stuffed down the
chimney. For little Presley Nash. a recent bone
marrow transplant recipient, we'd like her to
be able to go home for the holidays.
♦ We absolutely Jove SGJ\ this time of the
year. They always need something for
Christmas. Now that Gazebo-Gate is over and
there's still no gazebo, we're gonna ask Santa
to drop one off. We'll put a big gold plaque on
it that says "Sponsored by the College Heights
Herald."
♦ Cloning is a touchy subject, but hey, why
not offer faculty members an identical copy of
themselves? They could use the help teaching
and grading papers for overcrowded classes.
Wait, maybe this is a bad idea.
♦ Students could use a little help protecting
themselves. After recent events, who knows
when someone will knock on your door with a
stun gun or rifle. Students get "The Club" to
protect their cars and bullet proof vests to
wear under their clothes. Be safe.
♦ 'Tis the season for a stiff drink after a
four-hour Wal-marl trip. We're offering up a
card to hold in wallets that lists Topper Transit
times. No one knows for certain when Topper
Transit runs. Maybe this can boost thC:-!ridership.
.
♦ Santa's bringing sand to the poor kids in
the directional halls. Sandbags that is. Jr the
university won't help prevent flooding in the

S

policy.
.
b"
Oh we're also giving him some 1gger
bicep~ in case he decide~ to arm wrestle our
sissy columnist again. Come on - we thought
you were the champ.
♦ Faculty and staff get the obvious gift $2 each to buy a lottery ticket. Maybe they'll
get lucky and hit the jackpot so they can afford
to pay off their health insurance.
♦ New Faculty Regent Robert Dietle needs
a megaphone. He's gonna ~eed a loud voic~ to
convince the other big wigs to do the nght
thing.
♦ The teams on the Hill get a lot this time
of year. We're hoping for a miracle for the
men's basketball team- healthy players.
The football team will be sporting division
1-AA championship rings. Hopefully they'll
get them for winning two more games.
Also, a win and a lei for the volleyball
team. Hope everything goes well in Hawaii.
For everyone else on the Hill, you've
already gotten your Christmas present. Snow
and no classes.
Hope you had fun.
Maybe Santa will be nice this year. l

This editorial represents the majority opinion of the Herald's JO-member board of student editors.
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HOpeful graduate ready to move on ·. ·•,·SnoW·~days;·· ·happj··:iliiys., ,
doing nothing.
I wonder if I could do that for four more years.
You pack up your stuff, all those little belongings
Probably not.
you love so much: The baseball glove, the yearbook,
I
wonder if I could get paid for sitting in my
the picture album. You throw them in the car and
room,
doing nothing.
travel to the next place.
I'm
guessing I can't.
I loathe it.
This means I'll be moving again, leaving the
· Maybe it's because I never moved around when I
was a little kid, never had to make new friends or place I've called home for a long while.
First I'll go home to Louisville, and l' II
schmooze new teachers. I never had to
spend three weeks there. Then I'm going to
learn new street names or a new phone
Florida for a while, to write about sports.
number.
rm living with a friend, and it shou Id be a
But when I came to college it was difgood time.
ferent. I packed up my '97 Honda Civic
But first I'm going to have to unload all
and drove down 1-65 to find a new home.
my
college stuff, pack it up in storage, and
Then I began moving around a lot.
move
down the Sunshine State. I'll unload
Every summer I was off to a new place,
the
car,
live there for a while, then pack it
seeing the country. But I always came back
all back up and do it again.
to Bowling Green, which had become my
I'm starting to think I may need some
new home base.
more stability in my life.
Now I'm packing up and leaving again,
In the wise words of one-hit wonder Matthew
and I won't be coming back lo Western.
By the grace of God (or Buddha, or Allah), I will Wilder, "Nobody gonna break my stride. Nobody
actually graduate in two weeks (pending a few gra- gonna hold me down. Oh-no. I got to keep on moving."
cious grades from very understanding professors).
They say it's sunny and warm in Florida.
But you know what'll happen then? I'll just have
I kinda like the cold.
to move again. And I'm not sure I want to.
They
say it's a party every night.
I think maybe I'm in the beginning stages of postI'm
a
little more of the quiet type.
graduate denial.
They
say
there's women in bikinis everywhere.
I don't think I want to leave.
I
just
want
to hang out w ith my girlfriend.
Or grow up.
But I guess I'm going to have to grow up and face
Or become responsible in any way.
the world now, not knowing where I'll stay. The Hill
So I have a plan.
I will do what my uncle has done - I will will be a memory, a visit, a rest stop.
Just I ike Florida will eventually be.
become a professional student, spending my days
And after that, who knows. All l can see is an
going to class, taking tests and passing the time in
coffee shops, debating things like why the Holy empty road ahead of me, full of unknown faces and
Roman Empire was neither Holy nor Roman ·nor an a '97 Honda Civic.
Fully,loaded.
Empire.
Bot I don ' t like class. Or tests Or coffee, really.
Rwm Clark is a senior print journalism major
And I'm not really a history buff.
.fi"OI,;
fouisvi/le. He'll graduate next week.
Actually, I just like spending time in my room.

I 'hate moving.

enough north to enjoy the occasional
To my roommate, I apologize.
People don't think straight when it's winter catastrophe.
Yet, it was your peril that gave the
snowing.
I didn't mean to channel Homer entire student body a chance to sled
Simpson with giddy laughter and danc- down College Street. Your sacrifice gave
us all new life on a frigid
ing in front of our tiny winBowling Green hump-day.
dow. The white-cold blanket
Sorry if the day started out
of frozen precipitation just
bad - it was snowing.
went straight through me.
I didn't mean to wake you
To the university - way to
up and tell you there were
go.
three inches of powdery joy on
I thought snow days were
the ground.
over (pause for frantic laughOh wait, I did.
ing and girlish dancing). I was
Well, sorry I woke you - it
wrong.
was snowing.
All we needed was a little
J Michael
Oh happy day when snow
picture of Big Red on the
Moore
comes to the Hill. But, a few
news colored in with tiny
more apologies before I fall
snow flakes to signify the candeeper into my blizzard of happiness.
cellation of higher learning.
To my history professor, I am sorry.
There are going to be people that disYou looked cold walking up the steps agree. Professors are paid to teach.
of Cherry Hall yesterday morning. Snow Students pay to learn. I won't lie, snow
dusted the tip of your driving cap and the upsets as it pleasures.
shoulders of your overcoat.
But, the good out-weighs the ugly.
There was no one in' your room at We had our break yesterday. And we
9:05 Wednesday morning. The chalk are all grateful. Hope you didn't party
board collected no dust. The overhead to? _hardy. Exams won't yield to the
projector took a break frqm sabotaging fng1d games of Old Man Winter.
your lecture.
As for me, it might take a few days
They should have told you earlier that .,t o come down off my snow powder
classes were canceled.
high. Yesterday may have been as good
Sorry if the university didn't act so for my psyche as it was bad for my
quick - it was snowing.
health.
To those of you who wante~ to go to
But, they wouldn't make snow
class, I laugh at you (pause for insane, fluffy if we weren't meant to roll
guttural laughter and childish jumping).
around in.
I have no words of solace.
What's a little frostbite among winTo those who had car accidents while ter's greatest wonders?
driving to camJ11.ls, I cringe.
We are at a disadvantage of latitude
~ichael Moore is a sophomore
- not far enough south for year-round print Journalism and history major
drinks with tiny paper umbrellas, but just from Franklin, Tenn.
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What's the
worst gift

you've ever
recleved?

!·

"A Twist-a-Braid from my
grandmother

Destiny Sm,th
Bowling Green sophomore

~A little cap

'When twas 15, my dad
got me kid toys:
Rachael Davenport
freshman from
Readir1g, Penn.

gun when I

was 15"
Drew Wollin
graduate student
from Jefferson, Wis.
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Letters to the editor
News editor sh_,..Jd get some facts
I was flabbergasted to see that the commentary saying that President Bush was about to go
to war with Iraq without proof while ignoring
the threat of Al-Qaeda was written by the news
editor - of all people - of the Herald. The
NEWS editor has obviously not turned on the
news or read another news publication in the
last few weeks, or he would have heard the
words "UN Weapons Inspectors."
Contrary to Hall's commentary, these guys
are looking for proof - not in spite of, but only
because of, a _p ersistent President Bush. So
what's the point of the article? People are looking for the proof of a madman's deadly arsenal
and no bullets are flying. By the same token,
only recently, the United States has made significant gains against Al-Qaeda. If my only
source of news was Hall's letter, I would think
we were living in a much different world. Hall,
the news editor, is changing the news and giving his President and his paper a bad name for
no reason. I would cnallenge Hall to find a similar letter written in the last month,,by any credible news editor in the country.
Adam Smith
Franklin junior

'

The following letters are in response to
Lloyd Smith's November 26 letter "Breuer
should have squeezed out Greeks."

Philanthropy more Important than
entertainment
I am writing in response to an article written
on Nov. 26 in the Herald about Greeks in general and fraternities being bashed! I totally disagree. I am in a sorority and believe the Greek
system is very important to the campus and for
raising money for philanthropies.
The same night Jim Breuer came to Western
the Chi Omega's were holding a Stomp show to
raise money for their philanthropy, and they
raised a lot of money that went to the Make-AWish Foundation. Even though Van Meter was
not full and could have held more people than
DUC for the Breuer show, there is no need to
blame Greeks and criticize them because not
everyone could get into the show. What went on
in Van Meter that night was for a good cause,
one more important than just being entertained.
As far as the stereotyping of fraternities goes,
I don't agree wi~ that either. Sure, you're going
to find some Greeks that are only out to party
and have a good time, but there are those of us
iq fraternities and sororities that are here to help
and make a difference.
Heather Townsend
sophomore from Evansville, Ind.

Blanket statements irresponsible

In regards to the letter that Lloyd Smith wrote
in the Herald on Tuesday: Fraternities at
Western are MUCH more than just drunken men
Harassing phone calls not needed getting together to chase women.
Not only that but I refuse to believe that this
I am writing this letter in response to the letfreshman individual thinks only
ter that was written on Tuesday
fraternity
men drink underage Nov. 26, "Fraternities · at
living in PFT four years ago I saw
Western are useless." This letway more drinking and trips to the
ter was written by my · roomhospital to take care of members of
mate, Lloyd Smith, and is
, (other) programs than I did of fraabout how he thinks fraternities
ternity members. So please don't
are basically just drinking
try and pull out that line.
clubs.
As for some very interesting
I am an active member of
facts about fraternities that Mr.
Phi Delta Theta fraternity, and I
Smith probably doesn't know:
was in no way offended by
- Kurt Maynard
♦ 85 percent of the Fortune 500 boss and see some Greek letters in his office, or can get a better understanding of what we do
he may meet a wonderful woman and notice before you write another misinformed letter.
Lloyd's letter. Lloyd did say
Franklin freshman executives belong to a fraternity.
some letters on her car, and he will have missed
Courtney Burge
some things that I don't agree
♦ 40 of 47 U.S. Supreme Court
· out on knowing some wonderful individuals
Midway sophomore
with, like: "Fraternities at Western are useless.
Justices since 1910 were fraternity men.
because he assumes things about groups he
They are nothing more than drinking clubs.
♦ Every U.S. President and Vice President,
They hold parties, trash campus and make the except two in each office, born since the first doesn't understand. Just one question, Mr.
Greeks an asset to Western
moral-minded sick to our stomachs." I do not social fraternity was founded in 1825, have been Smith, if only one of the 12 fraternities you visI would like to say that this is purely a letter
ited during rush had an incident and you feel
agree with one word of this quote. However, l members of a fraternity.
to
the
editor, but I must admit that this is truly a
you
can
generalize
what
hundreds
of
thousands
do agree with what he said about fraternities not
♦ A U.S. Government study shows that more
letter
to
Lloyd Smith and other ignorant students ·
of
men
are,
then
does
that
mean
I
can
assume
caring much about philanthropic events.
than 70 percent of all those who join a fraternilike him. He wanted to make blanket statements
that
one
in
12
Lloyds
that
I
meet
generally
have
Now. to the...point of, my \tt,!t~q- LEARN ty/sorority graduate, while under 50 percent of
about the Greek community in his letter to the
their foot in their mouths?
HOW TO RESPOND. All Monday night I lis- all non-fraternity/sorority persons graduate.
editor last week. I would like to inform him that
Sarah Fahey
tened to Lloyd receive numerous harassing
· Although he may not believe it, many stars
he needs to check some of his information.
Alpha Gamma Delta member
phone calls. It was very annoying. My room: are Greeks, such as: Tim
First of all, it was a sorority that was having
Western Kentucky Alumna
mate already has a bad view of Greek organiza- 'McGraw, Brad Pitt, Drew
an event at Van Meter, not a fraternity, and the
tions, you all know that. So why do you all Carey, Chris Klein, Johnny
only reason why those irresponsible Greeks
think that by calling him, and using obscene Carson, Cindy Crawford,
Letter showed ignorance
were able to have it there was because they
language, you are going to change his mind?
Michael Jordan, Horace
On Tuesday, Nov. 26, Lloyd Smith planned their event before the Breuer event was
Upon hearing some of the things that were Grant, Travis Tritt, George
wrote a letter to the editor complain- scheduled.
said to him, I lost much confidence in human Bush, David Letterman, Bill
To address the real issue of your submission,
ing that he did not get to see Jim
intelligence. Lloyd· expressed his right to free Clinton, Anne Klein, Liz
I
would
like for you to know that although your
Breuer. I'm not sure if Mr. Smith is
speech and you all should too by writing anoth- Claiborne, Jimmy Buffett, etc.
bitter from standing out in the cold or one semester of dealing with the Greek system
er letter to the Herald, not by harassing him. The list goes on and on.
just plain bitter, but either way, his let- has provided you with infinite insight into the
The thing that tops it all off is that about 90 perHonestly, to make such a
ter shows that he knows nothing about issue, many people might believe that the Greek
cent of the phone calls received were from blatantly .obscure statement
community might actually be an asset to "your"
- Sarah Fahey the Greek system at Western.
female callers. If I recall correctly the letter was about fraternity men is
Alpha Gamma Oetta member
On Oct. 14, while many people university. I don' t know about other fraternities,
entitled "FRATERNITIES at Western are use- extremely irresponsible.
Western Kentucky Alumna waited at DUC to see Breuer, Chi but my fraternity has never been called upon by
The fraternities are the first
less." In his letter, he only uses the word sororOmega sorority was busy collecting the "philanthropic enforcer" to do our bare minity once, and it was in no way diminutive. So ones faculty and staff at the university contact tickets, handing out programs and putting the imum of community service hours. We choose
please use your right of free speech in the right when they need help with an event. The city finishing touches on our philanthropy event. to do these things because they are mutually
calls on Greeks for the 10k every year, not to That night at Van Meter, though maybe not to a beneficial for the organizations that we support,
way.
mention other events like the home expo.
Kurt Maynard
full capacity crowd, several Greek organizations as well as for our members. I would like to ask
... Mr. Smith may one day be looking at his danced, drummed and stomped their hearts out you, Mr. Lloyd, exactly how many hours of
Franklin freshman
in the name of charity. Overall, the first annual community service you have done this semesChi O Stomp raised more than $1 ,700 for the ter?
.. .I am truly never amazed by the things that
Make-A-Wish foundation.
And in case you don't know, Mr. Smith, I or I read in the Herald, but one thing that continually bothers me is that you
any other Chi Omega will
never see a Greek writing in
gladly explain that the
to
bash a non-Greek, but there
Make-A-Wish foundation
are
always letters bashing
grants wishes to children
"Frat
Boys."
with terminal illnesses.
I
think
I have finally figI'm sorry that many stuured out exactly why that is.
dents did not get to see Jim
We are too busy doing comBreuer, but I'm not sorry
munity service, joining and
that we raised money for
- Tommy Williams running campus organizacharity, that we had the
juulor from Smyrna, Tenn. tions, raising money for charforesight to reserve Van
ity, going to Western athletic
Meter early or that we will
events
and
maintaining
an ALL-Greek (grade
be able to make a sick child's life a little
point)
average
well
above
that of non-Greek
brighter.
students.
I
guess
those
who
write in to comSo while Stomp might have seemed like a
"frat attack" to some, to me it seems like a group plain have a Jot of time on their hands when
of students working together for a great cause. I they go home for the weekend. I guess that is
hope next time, Mr. Smith, you won't be left out the only place where they can avoid the "Frat
in the cold, but if you do. find yourself in the Attack"!
Tommy Williams
same situation next year, I encourage you to
junior from Smyrna, Tenn.
come watch the Chi O Stomp. Maybe then you

"Why do you all

'

'

'

,

!

think that by calling
him, and using
obscene language,
you are going to .
change his mind?"

"Honestly, to make
such a blatantly
obscure statement
about fraternity
men is extremely

irresponsible."

"••• My fraternity has never
been called upon by the
'philanthropic enforcer to

V

do our bare minimum of
community service hours."

. Letters to the editor policy
The Herald encourages readers to write let- The Herald does not print libelous letters.
♦ If you want to e-mail a letter to the editers on topics of public interest. Here are a few
tor,
don't send it as an attachment. We use
guidelines:
Macintosh

computers.

Originality counts. This isn't class, so · ♦ Letters may not run in every edition, due
to space constraints.
please don't submit plagiarized material.
♦

♦ Letters shouldn't be more than 250
words,
♦ Letters must include your name, phone
number, hometown and classification or title.
Without it, they will not be considered for publication.
♦ The Herald reserves the right to edit all
letters for style, grammar, length and clarity.

j

Here's how to reach us:
♦ E-mail us at
herald@wkuherald.com.
♦ Callus at 745-6291.
♦ Fax us at 745-2697.
♦ Visit us at 122 Oanett Conference Center,
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Be sure that your meal plan is
ready to use when you arrive
back on campus .
..1

Look at' all of these options ...
·19 M·e a Is
.
-~-=-=-· -~---·=
14 Meals
Plu·s $250 Meal Plan Dollars
10 Meals
Plus $150 Meal Plan Dollars
. 7 Meals
Plus $100 Meal Plan Dollars
15 Unlimite·d Meals
11 Unlimited Meals

I

:

'

.

·it is so convenient to have a Meal Plan!

Ii
I

You have a wide variety of choices ... Topper Cate's all you can eat,
the national brands in DUC Food Court, two Subway locations, the
Garrett Food Court!
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VVhen you add Meal Plan Dollars your options are even
greater... Starbucks coffee, gourmet yogurt and ice cream, toothpaste and laUndry detergent from the convenience store, and yoLi'II
have to cdme hang out in our Java -City coffeehouse, located inside
.
the Helm tibrary.
'
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Finals week

Student government'

Srudy helpers planned PEPSI: Exclusive rights huge prOpOsal
•
to re11eve
shortages
CONT IN UED FROM FRO NT PA 6£

BY MEGAN ENGLE AND
ZACK SPARKS

♦ The Newman Center at St.
Thomas Aquinas will offer
drinks and snacks throughout
each day of finals.
♦ The Baptist Student Union
will be open Sunday and Monday for study hours with coffee
and refreshments. The rest of the
week is open for studying from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. Call Scott at 7910146 for further infonnation.
♦ McCormack Hall will host
a S'mores study break at 7 p.m.
Tuesday night.
♦ Gilbert Hall will be serving
breakfast every morning at 7.

Herald reporters

Many. campus organizations
are h~ldmg special events or
extending hours during finals
week.
♦ Helm-Cravens Library will
stay open until 2 a.m. Sunda
through Thursday. The extr~
hours are funded by the Student
G?ve~ent Association. Java
City will also stay open until 2
a. m. on Sunday, Monday
u, dn
vve esday and Thursday.
'

For Pepsi, having exclusive
rights is huge. The company also
owns exclusive soda-selling rights
at U of Land UK.
"We've seen what happens
when students have the choice
between Pepsi and other products," Duraski S";d.
"" "And beeause of the access to Pepsi
they've remained loyal wheo it
comes time for them to choose."
He said college students form
their product habits within the
first four years they live away
from home. Because of this, the
impressions and experiences they
get from products are very
important, he said.
That theory has played out
this year in the Bate Shop. The
store offers Pepsi and Coca-Cola
products. According to statistics
from Pepsi, 59 percent of soda
products sold at the store were

•
Sell your textbooks

Pepsi while Coke claimed 41 percent.
. The Bate Shop is the only location on campus where students
have the optio~ to buy_Coca-Cola
products. Chrisler said Western
wanted to provide at least one
place where "die-hard" Coke
~ers c_ould get their fix. He
said Peps1 ':"as. aware of the ven~ when it signed the contract
with Western.
Bowling Green sophomore
Carolyn Parker is thankful for the
university's decision to leave
Coca-Cola products at the store.
It's the only place Parker feels
like she has a choice.
She said with the dozens of
Pepsi machines in dorms, buildings and cafeterias, the only
refreshing thing is having a break
from it.
Parker understands the benefits of the contract between
Western and Pepsi. She said she

Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuherald.com.
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T ueaday, Deccrnber} through
Friday, Dec.ember 6"'
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10:00 to }:OOpm daily in

\.,/

the Front Lobb, of. E.ST

for holiday cash at the

To place an order fur pickup
orcampua delivel"!j, plea.e call

University Bookstore
University Bookstore

isn't bothered by the politics of it
all, but she is looking forward to
moving off campus and out of
"Pepsi country" so she tan stock
her 17frigerator full of q>ke.
Richmond senior James Lee
disagreed.
He said Pepsi is the better
product. After three years of
be.mg an avid Wild Cherry Pepsi
drinker, Lee is trying to quit his
caffeine addiction while remaining loyal to Pepsi. He now drinks
other Pepsi products like Dole
and Aquafina.
"Exclusivity creates a lower
need for competition so the prices
can be lower," Lee said.
Duraski and Pepsi officials are
hoping four years will create
more loyal consumers like Lee.
They're detennined to let students in on the joy of Pepsi.

1+,-,161

WK.a ttortieuttursz: CloD

Wed-Fri Dec 4-6
8am-6:45pm
Sat Dec 7 I0am-2pm
Mon-Thurs Dec 9-12 8am-6:45pm
Fri Dec 13 8am-3:45pm

TCCW, Rodes,PFT
Mon-Fri Dec 9-13
9am-4pm

Glas2ow Campus
Mon-Thurs Dec 9-12
9am-6:45pm

South Campus
Mon-Thurs Dec 9-12
9am-5pm
Fri Dec 13
9am-lpm

Visit us online
www.wku.edu/lnfo/Bookstore
www. kuherald.com
l
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Red Basketball Band

FREE TRIP to see .Western in the NCAA's!
Guaranteed Courtside Seats!

Get Details on our website:

www.wku.edu/Music/bigred.html
Remaining Positions:
1 Piccolo
1-2 saxophones
7 Trumpets
1-2 Horns
2 Trombones
1 Baritone
3 sousaphones

All Majors Welcome!

Call Jeff Steiner, 745-4024
Email: Jeff.Steiner@wku.edu

BY JESSICA SASSE EN

Herald reporter
In the midst of rapid enrollment growth, the Student Government Association passed
two resolutions Tuesday outlining relief for underpaid Western
faculty and a shortage of faculty.
After discovering Western
has a shortage of 75 faculty
members and the lowest paid
faculty of any university in the
state, the Student Government
Association decided to take
action.
The university's budget is
built on an enrollment projection for the next year. When
more students enroll than budgeted for, an excess of tuition
and fees accumulates. Provost
Barbara Burch said $800,000 of
unbudgeted money was collected this year.
That money hasn't gone
anywhere. The president has set
it aside to cover possible budget
cuts by the state, Burch said.
Last year, more than
$400,000 was collected in
unbudgeted surplus. It was used
to pay temporary and part-time
employees.
SGA wants the money to
pay faculty.
"What we're asking with
this bill is that money to go
back to hire additional faculty
members," SGA member and
author of the bill, Troy Ransdell
said.
The resolution proposes that
any future surplus money be
earmarked specifically for academic improvements.
Ransdell also helped author
another resolution that passed
Tuesday night encouraging
President Gary Ransdell to create a Task Force on Enrollment.
He envisioned at least two
students, four faculty members
and two members of the administration to investigate solutions
for the problems caused by
Western's enrollment growth.
Beginning in February, the
group would run for four to six
weeks, Troy Ransdell said, with
proposed resolutions compiled
no later than May.
SGA also passed a third resolution Tuesday requesting a
change in the policy concerning
the Hilltopper Athletic Foundation donor parking at oncampus activities.
An author of this bill, Bob
Bell, said this resolution was
prompted when the athletic
department decided to use
Grise Hall parking lot for HAF
parking at basketball games. It
mainly affects commuting students.
''We represent the students,
and I think it's crazy for anybody in SGA to say that students should give up their parking privileges," Bell said.

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.
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AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES

!NUMBERS: Ad hoc committee considering changes
:o ttT!H UED FROM fRORT PAGE

got his information.

R 1chard Kirchmeyer, vice
,res dent for Information Tech1ology, said offices of Adnis~ions, Human Resources
md the ID Center all use social
,ccurity numbers in their work.

Whit Western Is doing
Western began using social security tnwnbers for student ident-

ificatm in 1968, Registrar Freida
Eggleton said
Using social security nwnbers
'lhe damage
was convenient because it was
c · • al
b"
· , unique to each person, she said.
. mnm ~ com ~ a person s . Students with the same name
n~tque social sec~ty n~oo; were less likely to be confused
N1th other personal informab.on,. - once• m"estem started usmg
· soc1'al
;uch as a home address, to assume
•ty
be
he1r
. prey' s 1'dentity,
. Foley saa'd
secun
A l 4-nwn bers.ad h
.
A victim of identity theft can
~m r
oc comr_rutJc left with thousands of dollars tee_ ~t m August to consider
11 debt and an ugly smear 00 their sw1tchin~ to ~mp~ter-generated
:rcdit reports, he said. Such inva- studeht identification numbers
:ions of privacy are a hassle to ~ by de~ents at Western,
:lean up, and virtually all of them Kirchmeyer said.
.
.
nvolvc misuse of social security
It would be near-unposs1ble
1Uinbers.
for someone to use a co~pu~rCampus police Sgt. Jody generated _number for identity
3uiton understands identity theft. theft,_ he said.
.
.
Kirchmeyer said the switch
Two summers ago, Burton
ld be
task
. d him If $20 000 10
. deb wou
an enormous
~un
se
, .
• t
perhaps as big as when the uniti tcr . someone used his ~octal versity moved to the Banner 2000
;ec~nty number_~d other infor- computer system two years ago.
nation to open billing accounts at
Social security numbers
lO retailers in Louisville.
would still need to be collected
It took Burton a year to clear because some departments need
us credit report.
such infonnation to complete tran"I mean, it's a headache," he sactions, said Eggleton, a member
;aid. "I had to write and have let- of the committee.
ers notarized to every company."
The move would still have its
He doesn't know how the thief drawbacks.

"You're going to have to remember a new number," Kirchmeyer
said.
Remembering a new number
wouldn't be a problem for
Towery, who said a switch away
from social security numbers
would be a good step to protect
the privacy of students.
Using a different system could
also complicate student transfers.
Most universities use social security numbers to identify students,
Eggleton said.
Social security numbers were
printed on student ID cards until
two years ago, Chrisler said.
He said any student who still
has their social security number
on their student ID can exchange
it for a new card that doesn't have
the number on it.

identification number, said
Nancy Bodner, associate director
for records and registration at
Louisville.
Louisville switched to the
alternate nwnbers in 2000 when
they switched their computer
database to PeopleSoft, she said.
Their students were receptive to ·
the change, although some students often confuse their identification number.
·
Many private colleges in
Kentucky have also moved away
from using social security numbers.
Julie Anderson, assistant registrar at Transylvania University
in Lexington, said her school hasn't used social security nwnbers
for student identification in a
decade.
·

Steps taken elsewhere

For now ·

Most public universities in
Kentucky use social security
infonnation for student identification, said Bill Swinford, senior
associate for the Council on
Postsecondary Education.
Swinford said the format for
identifying students is left up to
the university.
The University of Louisville is
one exception.
Each prospective student at U
of L is assigned a seven-digit

Western requires school offi- ·
cials with access to social security numbers to sign waivers
promising to keep the. information private and use it only when
needed, Eggleton said.
And Chrisler said Domino's
has provided a bond and insurance policy to make sure student
information is not misused.

Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
cell 791-1151

2835 Louisville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Congratulations
Lori Mitchell
Miss Kentucky USA 2002
We are proud ofyou!
love, your Sisters of Chi Omega

d

Lots of
Wonderful
Memories to
Your Christmas
List This Year.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com

Kentucky Museum Store
For your shopping pleasure, the museum store will have
extended holiday hours:
December 19-21 9:30am-4:00pm
. December 22 12:00pm-4:00pm

School of Journalism & Broadcasting
KIIS Study Abroad Programs

in ltaly*and
Costa Rica**

20% off purchase with WKU ID
(in 1iddition to regular 10% off,
that,f,s a grand total of 30% off)

, Students can earn up to six credit hours.

*Four-week Public Relations program in Rome and Florence, Italy.

Approximate Cost: $3450
**Two-week News-Editorial program in Costa Rica.

•excludes consignment items

.-l, .
""""~

·

I-('

Approximate Cost: $2_2 90

Hours:
Tues-Sat:
Sunday:
Monday:

(Costs for both programs Include t uitio n, lodging, airfare and most meals)

9:30-4:00
1:00-4:00
Closed

For information on PRin Italy courses:
Prof. Wilma King-Jones• wilma.king@wku.edu • 6497
For information on News-Editorial courses in Costa Rica:
Dr. Linda Lumsden • linda.lumsden@wku.edu • 5841

THEG

A Student Government Association Informational Newsletter

,.

...

Located in Kentucky
Building on campus on
Kentucky Street
Phone: 745-6080

Office 846-3325
Eric Wheeler, Owner

Look what SGA has done for yo~ this semester!
Donated $17,000 in Organizational Aid

...

Carrpus wide clean-up
Requested

'\"MivHR

I

establish a weekly program to discuss student issues

Pµ.sh the university to become_more ADA compliant

.....,

Clean-up the "Valley" Volleyrell Court
Sponsor a :paper-recycling program in residence halls
Buy

~evJ

furniture for the out~ide qf rue

Donate $1,000 for Buy-A-Book scholarshtps
Suggest to the University that students have every Election D:ty off
,

'

Extended hours in DUC food court
Reroute Topper Transit
...

Campus Safety Forum

... ..

,,

. ?

Parking Forum
Dining Services Fon.ml

.....

.. .,

s
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TUDENT: Family rememb~rs--Rowan
CONTINI.Ito

fftou•~ F111.\HT

PAGE

northbound nine mil
.
of B
.
es outside
ow1mg Green skidded
across the median and hit
Rowan's car.
. Rowan's car rotated clock:viseban? a tractor trailer traveli~g ehmd him struck the
'
pa~senger s_ide.
car s
•
_A passenger in Rowan's car
' Philpot senior Hotr R
'
b
i ussel' urg, 23 , was injured in th
eras~ and admitted to Th:
Med!cal _Center. Russelbur
. "."as m senous but stable coni
t10n _last night, according to a
hospital spokeswoman
, . The driver of th~ F-lS0
Rich ard P~elps, and his passen~
ger, Leshe Phelps, both of
Morgantown, were treated and
released from The Medical
Center.
The driver of Lhe tractor
.
tra11er was not injured 01 .,
said.
' P ice
Ro'"".an, who was seeking a
degree i_n ~lementary education,
was fimshmg his first semester
as a student. on Westem's mam
.
campus, said his mother, Carla
Rowan. He was also taking
classes at Western's Owensboro campus.
Rowan became interested in

teaching after he worked for an Carla Rowan said. "He was a
after-school program at Foust good person."
Elementary School
Rowan will be
in
Owensboro,
transported to the
Carla Rowan said
Young
Funeral
last night.
Home
in
"He
liked
Owensboro.
working with chilFuneral arrangedren," she said.
ments are pending.
Rowan
also:
The collision
worked at the
closed the parkBoys and Girls
way's southbound
Club in Bowling
lanes for several
Green and enjoyed
hours,
delaying
sports. He loved to
traffic
already
watch and play
slowed by heavy
basketball.
His
snowfall. Roads
favorite
teams
reopened
~ Terry Alexander were
were Duke and the
around rush hour.
ijemueky State Trooper
University
of
State Trooper
Louisville,
she
Terry
Alexander
said.
said he doesn ' t
He enjoyed spending time
expect roads to improve this
with his four-year-old daughter, Mya, and his 11-month-old morning and recommends that
people stay home.
twins, Kenneth and Kennedy.
"They' re not getting better
"He took his daughter
everywhere he went," Carla and it's going to get worse," he
Rowan said. "Everywhere he said. "In the morning we're
could." ·
still going to have ice-covered
''
On Oct. 12, he became roads."
engaged to his girlfrie nd of
seven years, Brandy Little . .
Reach Mai Hoang at
"He was a gentle giant," news@wkuherald.com.

"(The roads)

aren't getting
any better and
it's going to get
worse. In the
morning, we're

going to have
ice~covered
roads"

lets get digital
nov.- we can create p,cture eds

faster, cheaper, better
Bring your WKU 10 ca·c ara rcr1c .c
S1 00 off auuble P' n•s
Our technicians produce high
quality photos in about an hour.

1n about ,1n houri
Also ask about our new
Index folio.

A
U

A
U

look for us In target
we•rw rtght by the e n trance
160 Ame rtcain Avenue
393. 11110

photo

•

,

Henrik Edse11i11.1/Jfcrald

Lawrenceburg senior and Student Supervisor Steve Rucker, center, watches student callers as
they phone Western alumni, asking them to pledge money to the university's Capital campaign.

Alumni Association

Callers looking to raise $425,000
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter

said.
Callers start earning $5.50 an
hour and get 50-cent raises each
year they return to help with the

callers' target~ as they try to get
fonner Hilltoppcrs to make small
contributions in order to win hig
corporate donations and hoost
Western's rating.
"Corporations look at alumni
participation," Trabue said.
So does U.S. News and
World Report in its annual rank
ing of top colleges and univep;ities, she said.
"We talk to alumni about
things going on at the universit\,
ask them if they have any que~tions and ultimately solicit them
for a donation," Trabue said.
Nightly totals vary.
"We've had nights from
$2,000, when we're calling our
donors that have never given to
us before, up into $30,000, when
we're calling our people that
have given consecutively o, er
several years," Trabue said.
Callers who bring in big
money earn cash bonuses, gift
certificates and merchandise
donated by local businesses.

Louisville sophomore Kristen
Harrison makes about 700 calls
in three nights each week.
alumni phonathon, but rapid
She isn't picking up the phone caller burnout causes high
turnover.
to chat with friends. Instead, she's
dialing for dollars.
"We do have a lot of people
"I make between 200 and 250 that'll quit in the first couple of
calls a night," she said.
weeks," Phonathon Coordinator
Harrison and 34 other Alumni Amanda Trabue said. 'They just
Relations Phonathon callers hope don' t enjoy sitting on the phone,
to talk most of Westem's nearly talking over and over and over
70,000 alumni into giving their for three hours."
alma mater a total of $425,000 by
Some stick with it for years,
the end of the school year.
though.
Last year, phonathon workers
"A lot of these kids really love
raised $334,000.
Western, and they really love
This semester, callers have talking to peQPle about it,"
raised $243,400 and phoned Trabue said. ri
more than 16,000 alumni
Trabue begq11 calling as a
between Sundays and Thursdays freshman. She stayed with it
from 5:30 to 9 p.m.
through graduation and now
They phone from 16 comput- heads the phonathon.
erized calling stations in
Her job and other phonathon
Academic Complex Room 101.
callers' job has recently become
Computers do the dialing, but even more substantial for Westall that calling can still be frus- em. State funding cuts to the unitrating at times.
versity have made phonathon and
''We get a lot of answering alumni giving more important
machines, busy signals and dis- than ever.
Reach Dave Shinall at
connected numbers,"· Harrison • Alumni gifts of $1 fo $99 a:r& ' ne'tvsCiJHv'/wlzerald.com.

Congratulations
1W KU Fall Graduates

....

Cap & Gown pick up schedule at WKU Bookstore
10:00am - 2:00pm

Saturday Dec 7
Mon - Thurs Dec 9-Dec 12

8:00am - 7:00pm

Friday··Dec 13

8:00am - 4:00pm

,.

" (

... ,,.'"'

Commencement will be @E.A. Diddle Arena

Saturday, ,- Dec 14th at 10:00 a.m.
University Bookstore
Hours. Mon-Fri 7:45am - 7pm ·, Sat 10am - 2pm
..

Phone 270-745-2466

800-444-5155

Visit our online store 24 hours/7 days
www.wku.edu/Info/Bookstore
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Student finances

.

Tui ti On.·up natl Onally
BY Mo LL Y O 'Co N No R

d

university would take around 8
percent of an annual household
rdin
th 2 2 2
Western officials announced
Acco g to e 00 - 004 income.
"We simply have to monitor
earlier this semester that students Revised Tuition Rates, students
at Eastern Kentucky will see a household income for those purwill see a 10.4 percent increase in 9.4 percent increase next year; suing education at Western,"
tuition next fall, but students on
the Hill aren't the only ones. Murray State a 7.5 percent hike; Ransdell said.
Provost Barbara
Nationwide, college students are Kentucky 5.5 percent;
and
Louisville
6.4
perBurch
said next year's
facing the same problem.
t
tuition increase will
Melvin Letteer, head of cenPresident
Gary costs go up,
not have a significant
research and policy analysis at
R~sdell explained it affects
impact on the housethe Kentucky Higher Education
that Western's tuition
hold incomes of
Assistance Authority, said even
has been low for many
Westem students and
though Western is at the higher
families. She said
d
th
an
at even
I
" their
end of tuition increases, some years
"th th 10 4
t rea Ways
most people undere · percen
•
stand that under the
schools will have jumps that dou- wi
increase next fall, an
ble Western's.
important objective for - Gary Ransdell current circumstances
"It's a tough economic deci- Western is to stay
WKU President it is hard for tuition not
sion to make," he said.
below the national
to be increased.
Luther Hughes, associate vice average for comparaRansdell said for
· · ·
most families, the cost of a son or
president
for
Enrollment ble mstttuttons.
· t ·n·
daughter going to college is not
B t·
Management, said Western comu mcreases
bl
tmh w on may
u unexpected, but is something
pares itself to its 18 benchmark
already built into their budget.
institutions when deciding about ~~~eJ~~tms a ome as we
But it will be more difficult for
st
tuition increases. Those schools
"Anytime co. s go up, it,, some students to ,1.w
~""ord the
include Ball State University, affiects peop1e m
rea1 ways,
increase than others, he said.
California State University, Ransdell said.
While tuition rates are
The state offers financial aid
Fresno and Bowling Green State
increasing, the annual house- for families to help with tuition
University.
including the Kentucky
Many of those schools have hold income is not, according to costs,
Educational Excellence Scholarnot decided if they will increase Letteer in a KHEAA report ship (KEES) and tuition assistuition next year, but Hughes entitled Postsecondary Edu- tance, Letteer said.
said, based on experience, he cation Tuition and Fees for
Burch said that as the econmy
believes Western's overall tuition Kentucky.
improves, universities will beerate will be lower than most of its
Letteer said if a family want- ome less dependent on tuition to
benchmark institutions.
ed to send a son or daughter to fund their budgets.
"We're on the lower end,
a public university in Kentucky,
Ransdell agreed. He said as
absolutely on the lower end," he they would be able to do so. But the economy improves, tuition
said.
it would take a larger percent- increases will not have to be as
While Western may be on the age out of their household dramatic.
low end of tuition increases income than it would have in
nationwide, Western's tuition the past.
Reach Molly O'Connor at
hike is considerably higher than
He said tuition to a four-year news@wkuherald.com.

Herald reporter

se at other Kentucky universi-

.

"Anytime

people in

FOR RENT

..••...............

1 bdrm, 2 bdrm efficiency apt.
I 327 & 1329 College St.
and 1541 Chestnut St.
some utilities provided.
$295- $395/mo. 791-7280

...................

ONE CHECK PAYS IT ALL!!
All utilities included and
only minutes to campus.
New carpet, on -site laundry,
lot of space & big rooms.
Pre-lease today for
January move in.
1 BR $459; 2 BR $549
Call now 78L-5471.

...................

Large 3 bdrm, 2 bath house at
1537 North Sunrise Central
heat/air, fenced yard,
storage bldg. $575/mo.
1 bdrm duplex 123 East 11th
$300/mo. 781-8307.

...................

1-2 &3 bedrooms
in prime locations for
Dec. and Jan. move-ins call
Amy or John today
for more information.
Chandler Property Management
782-8282

...................

Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month.
1305 & 1309 Center St.
Lease and deposit required.
846-2397

...................

5 bdrm, 2 1/2 bath near WKU.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, stove
& fridge $800/mo. 796-3169

...................

4 large bdrm, 2 1/2 bath.
2-story, central heat/air,
covered porch & deck, washer/dryer. Across street from
Newman Center $1200/mo.
791-9727

...................

Home to Rent! 3 bdrm,
2 bath, 7 miles from campus.
Lots of extras $650/mo.
793-0799

...................

Available now: sublease
apartment. Western Place,
fully furnished. $320 includes
utilities. Call (270)781-5600
reference 1008C.

...................

FUR SALE

...................

7 ft. pool table includes balls,
rack, cues, & holder.
$200 or best offer.
Call Joey 746-6771.

...................

SPRING BREAK

...................

SX Electric guitar bought new, Early Spring Break Specials!
light use, asking $350.
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Call Trevor 779-2762.
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
...................
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida Vacations from
SPRING BREAK $149! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK '03

...................

...................

with StudentCity.com!

*** ACT NOW!

Air, Hotel, FREE FOOD &
DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Earn 2 FREE
TRIPS, VIP treatment & cash!
Call 1-800-293-1445
or email
sales@studentcity.com!

Guarantee the best
spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps
Needed, EARN $$$.
Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips, earn
cash, Travel Free.Information/
reservations 1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

...................

...................

!WKU ARE YOU GOING?
GO DIRECT! WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages!
Lowest group
rates guaranteed!
www.springbreakDIRECT.com
1-800-367-1252

...................

WINTER & SPRING
BREAK
P.inntM Ctty 8-0nch • South Pndrc lsbmd • Vml

SNOW:

Traditionally, Western's weather-closing
procedures call for a decision to cancel classes
to be made 00 later than 6 a.m.
But weather conditions at 5:30 a.m. yesterday did not warrant a cancellation, President
Gary Ransdell said.
"By 8:30, conditions had worsened and we needed to consider the
safety of faculty, staff and students
who were trying to navigate the I
roads," Ransdell said.
The National Weather Service in you
out O
Louisville reported Bowling Green class for snow
and the surrounding a.rea had
received four inches of snow by
noon yesterday, and forecasted an
Derek Braur
additional 1-2 inches would fall by
today.
Glasgow freshman

"This is great.
didn't knowf
got

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Reps travel for FREE!
Lowest Price Guarantee! Call
1-800-795-4786 or email
sales@suncoastvacations,com!

-···················

foward to catching up : school
work, many students took e opportunity to play in the snow.
Near Downing University Center,
kB
Glasgow freshman Dere raur organized a massive snowball fight after
th I
he wa
finding out that e c ass
s
walking to had been canceled.
"I think we have about 35 people on our side
and we'veJ·ust been picking off random people,"
Braur S";d. "Nobody messes with us because we
a.,.
have such a huge group. We J·ust pick out random people and tear them up. This is g~eat. I
didn't know you got out of class for snow m college."
Jaquell Vantrese, a sophomore from
Watertown, Tenn., thought the snow was the
result of divine intervention.
'd "G d
"I love snow," Vantrese sa1 . o gave us
this snow because he knew we needed to study
for finals. He gave us a break."
Others dido 't find the snow quite so fun.
While there was only one wreck reported on
campus yesterday, campus police were busy
helping stranded motorists who had slid off the
road, Capt. Eugene Hoofer said.

in college."

With three days of classes left
before finals week, the season's first winter
storm came at an inconvenient time for some.
G ta
Ob
d
I
d
us vo
eso, a mo em anguages an
· t
It I d" ·
·d
d ,
m ercu ura
. stu ies mstructor, sa1 yester ay s
11
cance ation worried him because he had
planned a review session for finals.
"It could be good for students, if they don't
·
d b ·
f
procrastmate an
egm preparing or the
upcoming finals and use their time wisely,"
Obeso said. "It's still the same for me. I still
have to work."
According to John Osborne, vice president
for Campus Services and Facilities, Western has
historically tried to conduct classes during
inclement weather because of the large number
of students who live on campus.
"It's been quite some time since we've closed
classes in the middle of the week," Osborne
said. "Usually closings come at the end of a
weekend or holiday, when we have to consider
'those traveling from out of town."
The late decision to call off classes was welcorned, yet frustrating, for faculty and students

HELP WANTED

Herald reporters Laura Hagan and Clare
Lowther contributed to this report. Reach
Hagan, Lowther and Jay Lively at
news@wkuherald.com.

HELP WANTElJ

...................

HELP WANTED

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

· ~•

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or visit
www.campusfundra1ser.com

...................

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

0TY OF BOWLING GREEN

...................

OFFICE ASSISTANT I

Nanny for school age
children M-F 3-6 p.m.
Must have car, reliable &
caring. Call 843-9517.

(Part-time)

...................

• Performs filing & light typing and assists with
general clerical duties in the Finance
Department

Need student help for tax
season. Call 781-2267.

...................

• 15-20 hours per week; flexible schedule

COMPUTER WHIZ
Duties include: Web
Design, Computer support,
Occasional "gopher" duties.
Requirements: Excellent computer skills, Pleasant disposition, Communication skills,
Creative abilities, Reliability,
Clean driving record.
Growing company, flexible
schedule, great working conditions, career opportunity.
Call 781-4400.

• High School Diploma (or GED) required, with
general office experience
• Age 18+; $5.65/hr.

Applications for employment and additional information should
be obtained at City Hall, 1001 College Street. Completed applications must be submitted by 4:00 pm, December 13, 2002.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a Drug- Free Work Place. W"1l_W~@~y.ar

...................

Stcnmbo.lt • Dnytona Bench• Brcckcnndgc

Computer Whiz

The right job
experience
means everything!

Duties include:

- Web Design
- Computer support
- Occasional "gopher" duties
Requirements:

Excellent computer skills
2. Pleasant disposition
3. Communication skills
4. Creative abilities
5. Reliability
6. Clean driving record

Gain valuable business experience in a
corporate setting with Camping World as a Co-op.
Camping World has been leading the industry since 1966 and
continues to grow in to new markets nationwide.

I.

...................

...................

nd
who cothmmute rfor~;co~~:~::tng areas a
braved e poor
. .
Cecile Garmon, a commun1ca~10:s:r~f~ssor,
thought closing classes was ~e ng l . ec1S1on ..
"I drove from Glasgow this morn1_ng, and 1t
b d ,, Garmon said "It's only gettmg worse.
wash a '
ny co~uting students here and
We ave so ma&
t doesn't look good
the 1orecas
·
"I'm going home to get ready for
final exams. It gives me time to work
at home instead of here."
While some professors looked

CONTINUED FROM f!IOIIT PAGE

#1 ~pring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
$299! Include Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Departs From Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Reaction mixed

MISC

...................
Are you paying too much
for computer repair?
What if I tell you that
you can receive unlimited
tech-support 24/7 & earn
money for fixing your
computer! Interested? email :
techsupport@freeautobot.com

...................

COMPARE TEXTBOOK PRICES!
• Search 24 bookstores In 1click
• S&Handtaxesalsocalculated

The following part-time, year-round positions are now available:

Growing company, flexible schedule,great working conditions, career
opportunity. Call 781-4400.

...................................
Classified.
Ad R.ates:

You will enj_oy ex~osure to a successful business environment, the
opp?rtunity for increased hours during summer months, and a
bu~iness-casual_ dres~ code: We _offer flexible scheduling and
part-ti~e benefits including paid holidays and vacations, merchandise discounts, regular performance reviews and more.

$5.50

www.campinqworfd.com

.

. $.25

.

: each additional word~

...

745 .. 2653

For a current list of job opportunities, see our website at:

Apply online or in person:

first 15 words

II

http~/www.bookhq.com ~•

Marketing Online Co-op

.
.

C:~MPIN(Q weRLU
650 Three Springs Road
Bowling Green, KY 42104
email your resume: jobs@campingworld.co

Fax (270) 781-8885

································

•www.wkuherald.com•
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Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald

Junior Keith Reldford, back, sophomore Anna Bisig, middle, and

Henrik Edsenius/Herald

now

Rosarae Tieken play on Hospital Hill yesterday afternoon. "It is a
breather before finals," Tieken said. Left: Louisville junior Mike
Breedlove slides down the hill between the fine arts center and the
Cravens Graduate Center and Library.

Western students got a sweet surprise when
classes were canceled. Some made snow
angels, some sled around campus, and some
ambushed others with snowballs.

r

H. Rick Mach/Herald

Peter Klmaru, a graduate student from Kenya, makes an angel in the snow in Smith Stadium. Jon Drummond, a senior from Miami, Fla., stands by laughing. The two were waiting for

practice to start yesterday - track for Kimaru and football for Drummond.

"We've been out
here about 45 minutes
... I think we have
about 35 people on
our side and we've
been just picking off
random people. We'll
be like 'Get the guy
with the beret!' or
'The girl with the bag!'
and scuff like that.
Nobody messes with
us because we have
such a huge group. We
just pick random people and tear them up
... This is great. I didn't know you got out
of class for snow in
college."

"I got my shoes ruined
because of the snow,
and someone threw an
iceball at my ear. That
sucked."
- Louisville freshman
Whitney Saffel

"I hate snow. I hate cold
weather in general."
- Somerset sophomore
Carol Stephens

"I've never seen
snow this early. Where
I live it never snows
before Christmas."
- Meredith Lopez,
freshman from
Dale City, Vii.

Edward Linsmier/Herald

Sophomores Tina Hanes of Newburgh, Ind., Beth Adkins of Somerset, and Angela Marringer of

-=j'

Mount Washington tread to the hilltop in front of Van Meter Hall yesterday afternoon. Before
using the sled, they tried to slide down the hill in trash bags, but the sled "was the best part,· ~
Hanes said. The group was at the hill for about two hours.
-

..

.

- Glasgow freshman
Derek Braur, organizer ofa
snowball war in front of
DUC
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War on Terrorism

Holidays bittersweet for military families
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
This Christmas will be a bittersweet holiday for Sgt. James
Wheeler's family and more than
a hundred other local families.
"Christmas will be kind of a
rough time, but it'll be good,"
Wheeler said.
He and 113 other Kentucky
National Guardsmen assigned to
Headquarters Company, 2nd
Battalion, 123rdAnnor Regiment
are at Fort Riley, Kan., training
for NATO peace support duty in
Bosnia.
They'll leave for Bosnia shortly after Christmas. Last week,
that departure was the last thing
on Wheeler's mind. He and three
fellow guardsmen rented a car
and drove 700 miles to spend
Thanksgiving with their families
in Bowling Green.
Wheeler enjoyed a large dinner with his family on
Thanksgiving that included
turkey, deer, ham, potato salad,
turnips, green beans, squash,
dressing and "about 15 different
desserts," he said.
''We'll get to come back for
Christmas for a few days,"
Wheeler said. "After Christmas,
we'll be gone."
Their mission in Bosnia is
scheduled to last until October.
For Wheeler and 14 other
guardsmen, the last few months
have brought great change. Just
over a month ago, they were students at Western.
Now, instead of cramming for
finals here, the fonner civil engineering student and his comrades
study for tougher tests.
Their final exams will be
patrols through battered villages
and shell-cratered countryside
where, until seven years ago, ethnic Serbs, Croats and Muslims
killed each other by the thousands.
To get straight Ns, they just
have to come home safely.
Wheeler watched NATO
peacekeepers on television as
I they entered Boi,nia in December

Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Bowling Green senior Sgt. James Wheeler looks at his watch before leaving the National Guard Armory Sunday morning to return to Ft. Riley, Kan.

1995, crossing in tanks and
Bradley Fighting Vehicles from
Croatia on a pontoon bridge over
the icy Sava River. Back then, he
never thought that he would be a
peacekeeper there.
''Never in a million years did I
imagine that," he said.
His greatest regret and greatest fear about the mission is leaving his wife behind.
Wheeler and his wife met

when they were children and
attended Sunday school at First
Christian Church in Bowling
Green. They began dating at
Warren Central High School
where they were in the homecoming court two years. They fell
in love at Western and were married June I.
Wheeler's wife cried as she
talked about her husband's leaving.

Bargain Smokers
Cigarette Outlet

"I'm very proud of him," she
said. "It's just difficult, him being
gone. I know things could be
much worse, but it's still not completely safe over there."
She earned her master's
degree in marriage and family
therapy at Western in May. She
hopes to use what she learned to
cope with loneliness and stress
while Wheeler is away, she said.
Wheeler has eight roommates

to keep him company.
''We're all there to help each
other out," he said. ''We're actually a big family. It's not just a job."
Wheeler's mother looks forward to the usual family
Christmas but with a greater
sense of purpose this year.
"We're not going to change a
thing, just try to keep everything
like we've always done it," his
mother said. "You try to be sup-

portive, you know, try to keep his
spirits up."
Wheeler's father is sad and
proud over his son's helping pull
a country back together.
"I'm glad he's doing what he's
doing even though it's hard to see
him gone," his father said.

Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com
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Searching
Gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender students now
have a place to talk about their relationships

Patricia Hess/Herald
GIibert Hall Director Kat Stewart, left, talks with Bowling Green graduate student Heather Crawford while other students hang out at the WKU Outlet during
an open house Oct. 27. Above: Crawford, right, talks with Nashville freshman Heather Newsome, who will volunteer next semester for the WKU Outlet.

minded. Some are graduate students. Green's death meant for NBC's hit show,
WKU Outlet.
"It's a very friendly staff here," Others are undergrads. When Crawford "ER." Students sitting in a circle on the
Herald reporter
Murphy said, standing next to a table of sought help to run the center, they each gray carpet share their car troubles. They
The regulars at Bob Evans Restaurant colorful brochures about sexstepped forward. laugh about yesterday's game of Trivial
know when Michael Murphy is working. uality and the resource center
They work one Pursuit.
They see him serving other guests. They for gay, lesbian, bisexual and
It's exactly what Crawford was shoothour a week, talkmake jokes about him.
ing to students and ing for when she pieced together plans for
transgender students in
They point.
helping however the Outlet last year - a place free from
McCormack Hall.
When Murphy is working the cash
prejudice and hate. The center is the
they can.
Here, Murphy is free from
register, some of those regulars steer the name-calling, harassment
While Murphy brainchild of Crawford's internship for
clear. They wait until he steps away and and
may be scorned her Student Affairs Master's degree. Next
discrimination
he
someone else takes over. Contact with receives in other places
elsewhere for being week, she'll graduate from tht: program.
him is the last thing they want.
Her work hasn't gone unnoticed. In
gay, he's not treated
around town. It's the cozy
They know he is gay.
August, she won the President's Award
differently here.
creation
of
Heather
Murphy figures they don't want to talk Crawford, a Western gradu- Jerry Wilder
Students come for Diversity for creating the Outlet. And
with him. They don't want their hands to ate student who beams with a
Counseling and Student Affairs professor to the Outlet to she's gained the respect of Jerry Wilder,
touch his when he returns their change.
study or watch tele- the department of Counseling and Student
self-confidence that isn't
It's the type of treatment Murphy finds tainted by arrogance.
vision. People may Affairs professor that oversaw her internall too familiar. On campus, he collects
The Outlet opened in April and is the peer down McCormack's long first-floor ship.
the same treatment. The Bowling Green only center of its kind at a state universi- hallway, wondering what's going on
"It was very obvious to me that she
freshman has been here four months. He's ty in Kentucky. It offers books, videos behind the Outlet's front door. The atmos- had a real passion for the need for this
found few people to talk with about his and brochures about sexuality. Students phere here isn't much different from that kind of resource center," Wilder said.
personal life who won't ridicule his sexu- who need someone to talk to about their in the dorm's main lobby.
"When she indicated to me that Western
ality.
Conversations
one
night
were
about
relationships see it as a support network.
Su Out PAU 3B
But there is one place he can go - the
The Outlet's 15 volunteers are open- parties, TV commercials, what Dr.
BY BRIAN MOORE

" ... When you're talking about gender differences, particularly in
Kentucky and in the

Bible Belt, it's not
always well received."

World AIDS Day

NY cab takes my $90, and I liked it

Student repaying old debt
people in front of her, making sure each poet got
their chance to read.
Every poem was heard except Jones'. There
"People of the world we've got a message for wasn't enough time for her. But she still felt fulyou . . . AIDS is a problem for all of us, race, filled.
country; why make a fuss ... It doesn't matter
Although Jones didn't get to read her poem,
where you came from, once you are infected, you she attended the candlelight vigil for one reason.
gone ... Guard your life if you want to stay alive, She was repaying a debt to an old friend - a
there's no other way, if on this earth you want to friend whose life and relationship with Jones was
stay."
as complex, and yet as simple, as a
For anyone else these words
poem.
might be just another couple of
Louisville native Awetta Clark
lines to another poem.
was known by her close friends as
But for Louisville senior La'Kita
"Mamma Buns." And she became a
Jones, they are a constant reminder
shoulder for Jones to lean and shed
of a friend she once knew - a
tears on after Jones' father, David,
my
friend that thought and spoke with
committed suicide 11 years ago,
the eloquence of a true poet, believ- La'lfita Jones when Jones was just 11 years old.
ing that in death, the miracle of life
"I got shy after my dad died,"
Louisville senior
is conceived.
Jones said. "I stopped talking to a
Tuesday night, Jones stood with
lot of people and just stayed close to my mom."
a crowd of about 40 people at Nite Class in
Jones described the reserved and introverted
Downing University Center. She waited with a persona she adopted after her father's death as a
handful of eager poets who were preparing to "shell."
read their work in honor of World AIDS Day. The
It wasn't long after Jones went into her shellday is officially observed on Dec. 1, but Western phase that Clark, a single mother of six, began to
chose to celebrate the event Monday and pry away at the self-removed youth. "Ms. Wetta,"
Tuesday.
Instead of pushing her way to the front to be
Su Dut PAGE 2B
the first to recite her poem, Jones politely ushered
BY ZACH MILLS

Herald reporter

"I stopped talking
to a lot of people
and just stayed

close to

mom."

I

For once in my life, being
taken for a ride wasn't a good
thing.
I got off a plane in New
York City a couple of weeks
ago about 20 minutes later
than scheduled. The airport in
Atlanta blamed the tardiness
on something called "equipment delays." While it sounds
like a wheel or wing or some
other critical piece was
caught in expressway traffic,
it's really airport speak for
"the plane is late."
I chalk that ambiguous
statement up to the same
copywriters who coined the
term "de-plane" for "exit."
It's so much work for me ·to
listen to the extra syllable.
I got off the 20-minutesdelayed equipment, also
known as a plane, in John F.
Kennedy
International
Airport.
The first sense you get
when you enter New York is
the smell. It's kind of a mix-

myself after dark.
The ride of my life began
with a question.
"Hey, you need a cab?"
said a man dressed in a black
jacket and equally black
jeans that had a frayed hole
on the back of the knee.
I stood 20 feet from a line
of
yellow cabs waiting for
SUPERPICKS
passengers as I contemplated
Hollan Holm
his offer. I figured this man in
black, who called himself Joe
ture of hard to pronounce ethB. on the receipt he gave me,
nic food and three-day old
was just another yellow cab
garbage. In November you
can see the smell seep out of driver.
But when I took him up on
manhole covers in a white
his offer, he grabbed my bags
fog. But I think the smell
and walked me pust all the
comes from having so many
yellow cabs and opened the
yankees in one place.
side door of a maroon Chevy
After trekking through the
van. As I sat down on the
deserted, after-hours maze of
stained gray interior and Joe
the JFK building, I claimed
B. pushed down the chrome
my bags and walked toward
cobra door locks, visions of
the sliding glass exit doors. l
the kidnapping scene in
needed a cab to get to my
"Silence of the Lambs"
hotel, because I had no confidence in my ability to use
SEE PICKS PAGE 2B
public transportation by
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DEBT: 'People shun people with AIDS because they're
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as Jones often called her, entered
into Jones' life just in time to
help remove the shell.
Clark became like a surrogate
mother to Jones.
But on June 21 of this year,
Clark died from AIDS at age 46.
Jones said that Clark contracted HIV after the birth of her
last.child. The virus turned into
full-blown AIDS when Jones
was in seventh grade. Ten years
later, Clark died.
Although Clark was already
HIV positive when she met
Jones, the young girl was
unaware of the illness. But she
said their relationship didn't
change after she found out Clark
had AIDS.
Jones' understanding ofAIDS
allowed her to maintain a friendship with Clark without any fear.
"I was still hugging her and
kissing her," she said.
Clark's death had a major
impact on Jones' life.
"It was rough," Jones said.
"She was one of the main people

pushing me to stay in school,
'cause I wanted to sit out last
year. I wanted to take a break and
just relax, but she was like, 'No,
d
th
'II fi · h ,
stay own ere, you mis .
"And after she died, I was
like, 'I really have to hurry up
and finish now, because that's
what she wanted me to do, ' ' '
Jones sat'd w1'th tears strearnmg
·
down.
She was not the only person
who needed comfort and counsel
after the loss of her friend.
"I really tried to be strong for
my sister who was really, really
close to her," Jones said. Jones'
younger sister, Laqueta, is currently dating Clark's youngest
son Makkri, and the couple has a
two-month-old son named
De'Yone.
"(Clark) called my sister's
baby her 'ticket out,"' Jones said
about the superstition Clark held
·
while Jones' sister
was pregnant
with De'Yone. Clark believed
her eventual death and the birth
of her grandson were Jinked.
The day before Clark died she
told Jones' mother that "a life has

!!E~~?.'

"Stigma and Discrimination" The Debt
"She just stayed happy the
was the theme chosen for World
ail ble
h 1 n·..,.,e even when we knew
Jones agreed to be av a
w o e , .. '
'd "Sh
AIDS Day 2002.
t the she was hurting," she sru ·
e
to
read
her
poem
a
.
Louisville junior Dustin
ht
tried to make anyone else
Candlelight Vigil Tuesday mg
never
h alth ,,
Home-going
Shipp thinks this theme needs to because she feels she still owes fi 1 bad for being e y.
be explored and discussed.
k
eeAlthough Clark's death has
Clark's funeral was not per"People shun peop1e w1·th something
to Clarto· keep domg
·
"I am going
been painful &1_or Jones, she has
formed in the traditional manner. AIDS because they're afraid,"
th h death come away with a valuable lesJones sai·d people were walking Shipp said. "If more people whatever I can so at er
he offiers to the world.
· ·
laughing and knew more about the AIDS dis- wasn't
in vain. just love~ her sons
around smgmg,
"Everybody
"If they knew it only took a
talking.
ease, they may not be afraid."
because she was always trying to minute to put on a condom
"It was a home-going celeFear is an emotion that comes help everyone else, even though
th
watch somebody
bration," Jones said. "That's how to mind for Louisville sophooba rather an
othing the
laid back she was."
R · K
she was the one who was pr - waste away to n .
'. Y
more os1e app.
bly needing the most help."
uld do it every time, without
Jones said there was no eulo"It's a very scary
· disease,"
.
t
&ar
wo
b
t
·t"
.L:~1,;ng a ou 1 , Jones
Clark's contn'butions wen 1•
gy; peop1e got up and spoke Kapp said. "So many people are
even uuuiuu
·
beyond Jones' family. She sru·d. "It would be like breathabout happy memones.
getting it these days. You don't
ta
"(Cl k) d'd '
1
helped organize video presen "
ar
1 n t want peop e
know who has it. It's probably a n·ons on HIV/AIDS awareness ing. d
rding to the Jones
to get up there and talk about constant fear in the minds of
An acco
anything sad, or anything that many. When you get a partner, throughout Louisville'.s _commed~and Clark family bethil!ef, asthlo~g
10
nity,
consistently
parttcipat
· brea ng
Id
b
wou upset any ody," Jones you don't know who they've
as someone ts
' ere s
th
said.
been with before. It's kind of in
e AIDS walk and wasKita he~~ hope for life in the, futu~e.
founder of Wings
c .
th t ne mterp
Celebrat"ion .
the back of your mind."
illerelief
Or at leastfi a s O 1 1· re-f
Conversation,
a
Louisv·
Kathryn Steward, Westem's
al t
tation of the irst coupe mes o
"'
. recog- Health Education Coordinator, program that supplies me
I
norId AIDS Day ts
AIDSs o Jones' poem, an,d th_e las t coupe
th
nized globally each year on the sat·d the best protection
· against
·
people
livingthe
wi last
HIV/
During
couple ·of of lines to Cl ark s life·
first day of December. It is the HIV/AIDS is abstinence first, months of Clark's life she had to
day the world has set aside to and then the proper use of con- take to 17 pills a day.
Reach Zach Mills at fea13
simultaneously join hands and doms. Steward also said that IV
But no matter how sick Clark tures@wkuherald.com.
attempt to spread messages of drug use also contributes to got, Jones sat·d she never felt
education, compassion and hope. HIV/AIDS contraction.
to die for a new life to come in."
On Sept. 26 of this year,
almost three months after Clark's
death, De'Yone was born.

PICKS: Losing $90 better than losing your life when you get taken for a ride
COIITIIIUEO FROM PAGE 18

danced in my head.
He zipped off into oncoming traffic
with typical cabby zeal. But as a traffic
light caught us, Joe B. reached over to
the cigarette butt-covered center console.
He pulled out a yellow book about the
size of a half sheet of paper.
In it, typed in 4-point font, was a list
of "official" cab fares. Prices got as high
as $120, but Joe B. said my fare from
JFK would be $67.50. But wait, there

was more. In addition to the $67.50, I'd
be the proud payer of seven tolls and a
20 percent tip miraculously bringing the
tab to $90 even, payable before the stoplight turned green.
Now, I'm generally not considered
someone with a surplus of common
sense, but even I knew that $90 was too
much for a cab ride. But I was not about
to exit a van in traffic with my bags sitting in the back. I forked over the cash to
the white-haired Joe B. who smelled of
cigarettes and any aftershave with

"faux" in the name.
To seal the deal, Joe B. offered me a
cherry Life Saver. I passed. At least I
remembered to not take candy from
strangers.
For my $90 rip-off, Joe B. pointed out
plenty of sights on the 30-minute drive
which took us nowhere near a toll road.
He also told me that when he isn't driving a cab he does "contract work."
Hearing that convinced me cooperating
with his scam was a smart move.
I've seen the Godfather enough times

to know that losing $90 is better than losing your life when you get taken for a
ride.

Picks '0 the Week
♦ If you like nuts and you can never
seem to get enough Russian composers
in your diet, you'll love the Bowling
Green/Western Symphony Orchestra's
renditions of the Nutcracker Suite
tonight in Van Meter Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The University Choir will be singing
too; so think about shelling out the $5

admission for students or $15 for_adults.
(Oh, the things I plug to pass choir.) .
♦ Tapped out from concert admission? Watch the Bowling Green~Warren
County Christmas Parade, commg to a
downtown street near you at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday. You might even get to see a
fire truck and score some free hard
candy.
Hollan Holm has learned many
things from his father. He learned to keep
his friends close and hollanholm@hotmail.com closer.
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Jeremy Adams
Jon Allen
Johnny Allen
Rob Anderson
Andy Arterburn
Bret Bailey
Kyle Barnes
Ryan Bates
Josh Bayer
Chris Baird
Ben Buerger
Michael Bechart
Scott Bernard
Jeremy Becker
Dan Berington
Andrew Brelage
Wade Browning
Drew Byers
W.A. Bennett
Timmy Chesher
Troy Coleman
Brent Collins
Joe Crane
Chad Compton
Michael Connerth
, Joe Cox
Jason Cook

Heath Crawford
Bruce Crenshaw
Ryan Cummings
Gabe Conway
Cory Corton
Ryan Crosby
Ryan Clinard
Robert Carter
Adam Crafton
Ben Bryson
Lucas Davidson
Kyle Davis
Seth Deaton
Stetson Dickerson
Justin Druckenmiller
Todd Duncan
Ryan Durham
Patrick Derr
Ryan Fackler
Brett Faulkner
Andy Fertick
Chris Ballard
Cory Ellis
Chris Gerbig
Joey Gibson
Tripp Gibson
Jason Gilbert

Matt Moore
Clay Humphreys
David Gill
Nick Napier .
Brady Nelson
Chris Lloyd
Campbell Nance
Caleb McCain
Steven Medlock
Bobby Mcivor
T.J. Freeman
Aaron Miller
Bryan Hayden
Bill Mills
Ryan Arnett
Mike Edmonds
Jeremy Bennett
Derek Dye
Kyle Biggie
Brent Oakley
Matt Parker
Bill Pearson
Justin Perkins
Jesse Pierce
Chad Pfeifer
Chris Pruitt
Jay Russo

Ned Gilbert
Charlie Gorecki
Ivan Gregory
T.C. Groves
Matt Hernandez
Josh Hester
Mike Higgason
Casey Honaker
Andrew Keller
Andy Jacobs
Taylor Francis
Brandon Garnett
Geordon Howell
James Ralph Hellsley
Brandon Johnson
Nick Johnston
Michael Kesler
Casey Key
Allen Knoop
Matt Latimer
Miles Leach
Matt Lewis
Kenny Lockhart
Billy Loney
Kent Lucas
Michael Marvin
Luke McKinney

Michael Keck
Joe Henry
J.T. Martin
Jason Osboe
Andy Jolly
Adrian Leach

Neil Polley
Keith Hudson
Blake Buckman
Mackay Dickerson
Todd Duncan
Michael Wan er
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Josh Rice
Ted Mosley
Andy Rodgers
Ryan Rennick
Lance Parrish
Robbie Shaw
Scott Shonk
Brad Schults
Greg Slaughter
Seth Stevens
Jeremy Stidham
Montana Stewart
Jon Stokes
Dustin Strupp
Glen Stefanious
Daryl Sattler
Josh Shocklee
Daniel Schmidt
Greg Rittenberry
Josh Taylor
Phil Tarrance
Billy Turley
Joey Traughber
Jamie Tracey
Kevin Storm
Alex Wilson
Allen Wade

ance
Wes Wade
Nate Wachtel
Eric West
Matt White
Erik Wong
Kurt Wildeman
Scott Willson
Dywane White
Will Vogle
Matt Valade
Chris Trammel
Mark Wells
Ben Young
Chris Younkin
Jason Young
Greg Walker
Patrick Wright
Chris N. Sherwin
Kent Lucas
David Boyden
Jon Winn
Jason Michaels
Justin Hamilton
Alan Rogers
Richie Thompson:

Casey Berger
Matt Ogden
David Lodmell
David White
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Residence life ·

Job helps bring RA out of her sh~ll
BY BOBBY HARRELL

Herald reporter
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On many Saturday nights, Berea
senior Tracey Anderkin can be found
behind the front desk at BarnesCampbell Hall.
Instead of partying, she's busy
checking visitors in and out of the
building and answering phones. The
top of her amber-colored locks are
barely visible over the multileveled
desk as a group of guys walk over to
the elevators. As the flow of foot
traffic slows for a moment, another
song begins to play in a CD player
beside her.
"This is one of my favorite
songs," Anderkin said.
In a moment, she's to her feet,
singing and moving along with the
rhythm. A few years ago, Anderkin
would have been too shy to dance in
public. She said becoming an RA, or
resident assistant, has boosted her
confidence.
Anderkin's first year at Western
was a lonely one. When she wasn't
in class or working at Taco Bell on
campus, she stayed in her room. She
didn't speak to many people.
"l would walk back to my room
from work with my head down, talking to no one," Anderkin said.
In the fall of 2000, at the urging

of her RA, Anderkin attended an RA
interest session.
At first she was apprehensive
about being an RA, but she eventually realized the job might help her
break out of her shell.
"I figured that l could use more
people skills," Anderkin said.
Two weeks before school started
the next semester, Anderkin was
back at school and at a training session for RAs.
The session helped her and other
RAs learn what rules needed to be
enforced and exactly what she needed to know to be an RA.
It also helped each building's
RAs get to know each other better.
Spending time working at the
desk is something all RAs are
required to do, but Anderkin doesn't
seem to mind. Her friends frequently
stop by and keep her company.
Not everyone who comes to the
desk is in a friendly mood though,
she said. The RAs sometimes get the
brunt of another person's bad day.
Anderkin gets yelled at by residents, but she doesn't Jet it get her
down.
"I love my job," she said.
The transformation from shy and
quiet to outspoken and energetic
didn't happen in an instant. But others have noticed the change in her
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attitude.
Anderkin's mother saw the difference in her attitude after just four
months as an RA, Anderkin said.
Barnes-Campbell RA Melissa
King said Anderkin 's past experiences as an RA helps King when she
has problems.
"She's someone everyone can
come to, not only residents but also
as a staff," King said. "If we have a
question, nine times out of I 0, we go
to Tracey, because she has the experience."
The residents on her floor have
grown fond of Anderkin as well.
"She ' s very perceptive," said
freshman Tracy Mariacher. " She
tries really hard for everybody (on
her floor) to get along."
Besides being appreciated for her
efforts, Anderkin also has a few special benefits.
Like most RAs, she has a s ingle
room and a discount on her housing
fee.
Even with the perks that come
with the job, not every day is a holiday.
Sleep and free time are some of
the things that are sacrificed when
one chooses to be an RA.
"The residents come first,"
Anderkin said.
She also doesn' t like to get resi-

dents in trouble, but she realizes that
rules have to be followed.
Even with the troubles attached to
the job, Anderkin stays because she
enjoys "helping others become more
independent."
She also gets the unique opportunity of meeting a large group of people she would have never gotten the

chance to meet in any other situation.
Students interested in being an
RA should contact their hall director
or RA or call Housing and Residence
Life.

Reach Bobby Harrell at
f eatures @wkuherald. com
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now has the only such center
in the state, 1 was surprised.
"But when you' re talking
about gender differences, particularly in Kentucky and in
the Bible Belt, it's not always
well received. But these students certainly deserve and
need the same help and consul tation as any student."
Outlet volunteers aren't
counselors; they' re trained to
be friends. They provide an
out for the students who have
no one else to talk to about the
simplest of subjects.
"We see students that
haven ' t come o ut, and they' re
scared," says Crawford as she
sits on a love seat between
rainbow-colored heart- and
star-shaped pillows. "T hey' re
just looking for that companion to slowly start the process.
"The important thing to
remember, as an ally to these

The Great Debate:

ATHEISM

Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
Barnes-Campbell senior Resident Assistant Tracey Anderkin, center,
laughs with fellow RA Dylan Croslin, as Ryan Gossom, front, Erin Sikes,
left, and Brittany Langley, far left, hang out.

vs. Ch1zistl,v1lt1f

Join Thousands Across North America Live Via Satellite

The Issue: "Does God Exist?"
The Debaters: Dr. Mitchael Newdow, atheist, who sued
to remove "Under God" from the Pledge of Allegiance, and
Cliffe Knechtle, Christian. We encourage you to come
and bring your friends.

Downing University Center
DUC Theater
Sunday, December 8th, 5-7 p.m.

students, is to support them of
their pace. We don' t encourage them to come out before
they' re ready."
Murphy's family is open to
his sexual orientation. But
Versailles sophomore Heather
Mitchell considers the Outlet
one of the more comfortable
places she enjoys.
Mitchell doesn't call her
mother for support after an
argument with her girlfriend.
"My parents don't want to
hear about it," Mitchell says,
g lancing at the floor. After a
pause, she continues, "Neither
do my straight friends. My
mom found out about my relationship before this semester.
We've had only one conversation about me and Tina."
Instead, Mitchell turns to
the Outlet and to Crawford, a
27-year-old she considers a
fri end. Other students say
Crawford listens well, and
that's what m akes her so
approachable. They like her
charismatic persona.
With a little paint, new carp et and a few pieces of furniture, Crawford has turned the
Outlet into a welcoming place.
The fluorescent lights hanging
overhead aren't used. "They're
too bright," Crawford says.
Instead, two lamps give a soft
illumination, helped by a
streetlight that dances its con-

tribution through the window.
Colors illustrate diversity,
and there's plenty of that at
the Outlet. News paper clippings pin ned to a bulletin
board are surrQunded by colorful leaf cutou'ts. Brochures
are printed on red, green and
blue paper. Even the air-freshener in the window has purple
stripes.
Over
Crawford 's
left
shoulder is a bookshelf display ing titles such as "Loving
Someone Gay" and "Straight
Parents,
Gay
Children ."
T here's a stack of videos,
including "If These Walls
Could Talk" and "Com ing Out
Under Fire."
Crawford, wearing ovalshaped frames and sporting
dark, curly hair, explains that
positive recognitio n means
everything to this center.
In a way, she says, Western
is beginning to come out of
the closet - by supporting
the fai r treatment of non-heterosexual students.
"We were like little ki ds,
we were so excited about the
diversity award," she said of
the Preside nt's Award for
Diversity. "We were a little
scared to start the center here
because we didn ' t know what
kind of hate would be thrown
at us. But for every negative
e-mail I get, I probably

receive 25 positive ones."
Despite the recognition,
Crawford ponders how to
improve the Outlet. She'd like to
see an outside entrance added.
Students walking to the
Outlet go into McCormack
through the front doors and
walk down a long hallway,
making it hard to enter undetected. From the lobby, students pass an elevator on their
left. A few steps further and
they' ll pass the laundry room
on their right.
But many think taking a
step beyond the laundry room
can mean only one thing:
you' re headed for the Outlet,
and you may be gay. Or lesbian. Or bisexual or transgender. And that could lead to
ridicule, jokes and harassment
that students would obviously
rather avoid.
It's a situation an outside
e ntrance would eliminate,
Crawford says.
But she isn't getting greedy. Crawford is enjoying the
space that Housing and Residence Life has given her for
the re source center. She's
e njoying giving people a
place to turn for a friend. A
place to go when they find
hate everywhere else.

Reach Brian Moore at
news@ wkuherald.com.

Come in before / during Finals week, and get $15 off a 60 or 90 minute massage.

•

Bow ling Green
Massage Professionals

Call Katie or Gin;ra:i:::!3:
2530 Scottsville Road, Suite 10

Swedish • Neuromuscular • Reflexology

~IVERSITY
HYUNDAI
1900 SCOTTSVILLE RD.
BOWLING GREEN, KY

(270) 782-2000
Congratulates All
!

Coupon Rtqulrtd.
V.liJ only at partitipathlg locaUVft_'i".
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Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
Freshmen Jamie Mayes, left and Jackie Yenowlne, right, get a last bit of studying in before a psychology exam in Tate Pr1ge Hr ll Ttle two have been friends since the eight h grade and
decided to room together at Western.1u,
i ll

Freshmen Ja1nie :tviayes and Jackie Yenowine have
made it through the end of their first semester, but
they couldn't 1'PT done it without each other.
•b11u;-,0H teewrltuo< nnnov,

This is the third part in a three-part series
about the fi~eJhman exprrience.
BY ADRIAN E HARDIN

Herald reporter
Friends and family told Jamie Mayes to forget about it. They
told Jackie Yenowine that she couldn' t do it.
They did it anyway.
The Louisville freshmen, friends since the eighth grade, came
to the Hill this fall as roommates.
Despite the nay-sayings of others they still decorate their room
with colorful signs that say, " Jackie and Jamie, Best Friends!"
Each plans to return to the sixth floor of Minton Hall after
Christmas break.
"We're like twins with different parents," Mayes said.
They like the same activities, watch the same movies and
hang out with the same people. Each has taken a different path at
Western, but as the semester draws to a close they realize that
they did indeed make it ... together.

Keeping busy
Yenowine, a member of the Residence Hall Association, took
a trip to Florida with other members of the association. Mayes
also belongs to RHA. Together they are trying to start a Minton
Hall volleyball team.
Each mapped out her academic career, but it didn't take long
for Mayes to realize that photojournalism wasn't her thing.
Yenowine came to the Hill as a broadcast major. Now she has her
doubts.
"I realized how hard it woul4 be to get in it (broadcasting),
especially if you wanna be David Letterman," she said.
The women have tackled more than schedule changes this
semester.
Yenowine says she went to high school two days out of the
week and still had a good grade point average. But she finds a
western civilization class hard to stomach at 8 am.
"I go to that as much as I went to my high school classes," she
said.
Mayes has functioned as Yenowine's alarm clock on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.

On campus
When they aren't in class, they're calling up some of the handful of friends from high school who are in Bowling Green, too,
and inviting them over. Yenowine and Mayes shared the same
group of close friends in high school, but relationships have not
been perfect - with two of them in particular.
''We aren't friends anymore," Yenowine said. "It's a long story.
When you get to college, you realize there are 17,000 other people
you can be friends with."
They're still looking for new friends here on the Hill.
''We haven't got a bond (with friends) yet, not like 'Oh, let's go
out this weekend,"' Mayes said.
The two miss Louisville and spend most weekends at home.
They say Bowling Green makes Louisville look like New York
City, but they are never really bored here.
''We'll have the funnest time just watching a movie," Yenowine
says, gesturing at a towering stack of videos that includes titles like
1
'Sbrek' 1and ''Half-Baked."
And when the star of "Half-Baked," Jim Breuer, came to
Western, the two charged full-steam ahead to Downing University
Center Theatre, to find about two thousand other people there

Samuel M s· k . /.H
Yenowlne, left, and Mayes, right, share a few laughs 1r tlwi Minton Hall dorm room.
· imp ms erald

ahead of them.
''We were the last in the door. There were three after u ,"
Mayes said.
They say that seeing the comedian perform was the best cxpc
rience of their college career, so far. Mayes proudly wears au
autographed T-shirt and a snapshot of Yenowine, and the funn)
man himself graces their dorm room wall.

Dorm life
The two were pleasantly surprised by the size of their drn 111
room but were tempted by the private baths and bunk beds ol
the directional halls next door.
"We put in for the directionals. They said, maybe in
January," Mayes said.
For now it seems that their ''home_ away from home" next
semester will be in Minton. And it hasn't affected their op11111ism.
or their decorating skills.
"All I wanted to do was move in and decorate," Yenow ine
said.
The room is covered with 'Eminem posters and snapsll()[.; nJ
the two and their families.
A snail named Pookie lives in a goldfish bowl, sitting in a
place of honor between the two beds. Pookie replaced Snubb~
and Oscar - goldfish who floated to the surface in their howl.
and were mourned right out the sixth floor window.
Dead goldfish, classes at 8 a.m., a psychology class that i:
especially tough - Yenowine and Mayes have found that 11

R

.

1
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Center Care is proud to have been the preferred provider network for Western Kentucky University
. employees and their families. The staff at Center Care is committed to delivering healthcare solutions
built on choices, personalized service, and nationally competitive provider discounts.
On behalf of _th~ over 5,000 Center Care providers, including the 100 plus network hospitals listed
below, we would like to say "thank you" to the employees of WKU and we wish you continued good
health.
Southcentral Kentucky Hospitals

Other Hospitals, cont.

The Medical Center at Bowling Green

Floyd Memorial Hospital - New Albany, IN

The Medical Center at Franklin

Gateway Medical Center - Clarksville, TN

The Medical Center at Scottsville

Georgetown Community Hospital - Georgetown, KY

Caverna Memorial Hospital

Good Samaritan Hospital - Cincinnati, OH

Cumberland County Hospital

Hardin Memorial Hospital - Elizabethtown, KY

Jane Todd Crawford Memorial Hospital

Harton Regional Medical Center - Tullahoma, TN

Logan Memorial Hospital

Hillside Hospital - Pulaski, TN

Mediplex Rehabilitation Hospital

Jackson Purchase Medical Center - Mayfield, KY

Monroe County Medical Center

James B. Haggin Memorial Hospital - Harrodsburg, KY

Ohio County .Hospital

Jennie Stuart Medical Center - Hopkinsville, KY

Owensboro Mercy Health System

Jewish Hospital Evendale - Sharonville, OH

T.J. Samson Hospital

Jewish Hospital Kenwood - Cincinnati, OH

Taylor County Hospital

Jewish Hospital Shelbyville - Shelbyville, KY

Twin Lakes Regional Medical Center

Kentucky River Medical Center - Jackson, KY
Lake Cumberland Regional Hospital - Somerset, KY

Nashville Hospitals

Lakeview Rehab Hospital - Elizabethtown, KY

Baptist Hospital

Livingston Hospital and Healthcare Services - Salem, KY

Saint Thomas Hospital

Livingston Regional Hospital - Livingston, TN

Select Specialty Hospital

Macon County General Hospital - Lafayette, TN

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Massac Memorial Hospital - Metropolis, IL
Meadowview Regional Medical Center - Maysville, KY

Louisville Hospitals

Medical Center of Manchester - Manchester, TN

Alliant Medical Pavilion

Muhlenberg Community Hospital - Greenville, KY

Baptist Hospital East

Murray-Calloway County Hospital - Murray, KY

Jewish Hospital

North Oaks Medical Center - Hammond, LA

Norton Audubon Ho$pital.

Norton Spring View Hospital - Lebanon, KY

Norton Hospital

Parkway Regional Hospital - Fulton, KY

Norton Southwest Hospital

Perry County Hospital - Tell City, IN

Norton Suburban Hospital

Pikeville United Methodist Hospital - Pikeville, KY

Kosair Children's Hospital

Regional Medical Ceriter - Madisonville, KY

University of Louisville Hospital

Select Specialty Hospital - Evansville, IN
Smith County Memorial Hospital - Carthage, TN

Other Hospitals

Southern Tennessee Medical Center - Winchester, TN

Athens Regional Medical Center - Athens, TN

St. Elizabeth Medical Center North - Covington, KY

Baptist Dekalb Hospital - Smithville, TN

St. Elizabeth Medical Center - Edgewood, KY

Baptist Hospital of East Tennessee - Knoxville, TN

St. Elizabeth Medical Center - Williamstown, KY
. St. Joseph Hospital - Lexington, KY

Baptist Regional Medical Center - Corbin, KY
Baton Rouge General Medical Center - Baton Rouge, LA

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital - Memphis, TN

Bedford County General Hospital - Shelbyville, TN

St. Luke Alcohol & Drug Treatment Center - Falmouth, KY

Bluegrass Community Hospital - Versailles, KY

St. Luke Hospital East - Fort Thomas, KY
St. Luke Hospital West - Florence, KY

' Bourb~n Commu;1ity ~ospital - Paris, 'KY
Bre~kinridge.Mernorial Hospital ". ·Hardinsburg, KY
.'
. .
~..
'
Caldwell County Memorial Hospital - Princeton, KY

St. Tammany Parish Hospital - Covington, LA

Carroll County Hospital - Carrollton, KY

Tennessee Christian Medical Center - Madison, TN

Casey County Hospital - Liberty, KY

Tennessee Christian Medical Center - Portland, TN

Central Baptist Hospital - Lexington, KY

The Christ Hospital - Cincinnati, OH

Clark Memorial Hospital - Jeffersonville, IN

The Fort Hamilton Hospital - Hamilton, OH

Clinton County Hospital - Albany, KY

Three Rivers Medical Center - Louisa, KY

Coffee County Medical Center - Manchester, TN

Trigg County Hospital - Cadiz, KY

Cookeville Regional Medical Center - Cookeville, TN

Unicoi County Memorial Hospital - Erwin, TN

Crittenden County' Hospita·I - Marion, KY

University Hospital - Cincinnati, OH

Crockett Hospital - Lawrenceburg, TN

University Medical Center - Lebanon, TN

Cumberland River Hospital - Celina, TN

Wayne County Hospital - Monticello, KY ,

Dauterive Hospital - Ne~ Iberia, LA

Western Baptist Hospital - Paducah, KY

Doctor's Hospital of Opelousas - Opelousas, LA

Westlake Regional Hospital - Columbia, KY

Fentress County Gene~al Hospital - Jamestown, TN

Williamson Medical Center - Franklin, TN

Sumner Regional Medical Center - Gallatin, TN

If( j

(
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NTERCARE
Health Benefit Programs

1225 Fairway Street

P.O. Box 148

Phone: (270) 745-1517

Bowling Green, KY 42102

Toll Free: (800) 972-7038

4£> A COMMONWEALTH HEALTH CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY

VISIT US AT WWW.CENTERCARE.COM
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Fall movies ran the gamut, great to gross
BY DEVINN
WINKLEMAN

Herald film critic
The semester is coming to its
end, and throughout the last few
months I've laughed at the comical stylings of Matthew Perry and
Elizabeth Hurley in "Serving
Sara," rve drunk in the adrenaline-pumping excitement of "Die
Another Day" and I've cringed at
the sick and twisted pranks from
"Jackass." So here is a recap to
~lebrate the joyous break from
college life. Happy Holidays!
Die Another Day (A) Pierce Brosnan stars as James
Bond in the 20th film in the
series. The movie has a great plot
and characters that make it true to
the Bond series. The action in the
film makes it one of the best.
Don't miss it.

Half Past Dead (F) - Take
all of the standard action movie
cliches, run them through a
blender, and you've got Half Past
Dead. An overweight Steven
Seagal and Ja Rule do prison time
in New Alcatraz while busting up
the buddies who are after a death
row inmate's secret. Lots of fighting, but little plot. This is a movie
you can miss.
· Jackass: The Movie (F) When Johnny Knoxville and his
nitwits infected the big screen
with their sick and deranged
stunts, they produced more cringing than enjoyment. Avoid this
movie at all costs.
Serving Sara (B) - A comedy full of hearty laughs, witty
characters and a delightful plot,
and Matthew Perry and Elizabeth
Hurley have great chemistry.

They spin the film into an almost
sketch-comedy spontaneity. The
only problem is that Perry acts too
much like Chandler Bing, his
character on Friends, to give any
sense of originality. Decent
enough, anyway.
Solaris (C) - A movie that
can and will milk a plot device
dry. This is a one-note wonder.
The characters don't get a chance
to develop, so the movie goes
nowhere. And the attempt to be
artsy also fails. A lot of hype for a
movie with little substance. No
big deal if you don't see it.
Stealing Harvard (C+) The first movie where Tom Green
is actually funny. His dialogue is
creative and his acting is above
par. Unfortunately, Jason Lee
ruins the film portraying an
embarrassing dolt with embar-

rassingly bad acting. If there was
no Lee in the film, it would have
received a higher grade. Matinee
price only.
The Ring (A) - One of the
most imaginative movies of 2002,
The Ring is a moody story with
great characters, bolstering a
bone-chilling script with terrific
special effects. This is one of the
best psychological thrillers of the
season. Go see it!
The Transporter (C-) - A
mediocre movie featuring a man
who always goes by the rules his rules. He loves his credo, but it
doesn't Jove him back, when the
transporter transgresses. Standard, yet mediocre, fight scenes
stud the film. A plotless and boring blunder. Yawn.

will be open
12:00 Noon

December 14th
for
WKU Graduation
1140 scorrsv111£ ROAD
746-9746

Reach Devinn Winkleman at features@wkuherald.com.
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Many students will be buying
on a budget for holidays
BY SHAWNTAYE
HOPKINS

Herald reporter
There's some uncertainty on
the Hill as the holidays
approach.
Frankfort freshman Darrell
Hughes said he usually buys
gifts for his family and friends.
But this season he said he's not
sure all of them will get gifts.
Hopkinsville
freshman
Sheena Oates said she will
probably buy a gift for her
mother and cards for everyone
else.
these students aren't Scrooges. They' re college students
on a budget.
"Money's tight," Edgewood
sophomore Amanda Gall said.
"I'm not sure what will happen."
Before she came to Western,
Oates had a job and money to
spend on her mother, grandmother and boyfriend. Now she
just concentrates on class and
relies on her family and a residual check for money.

And so, as the Christmas
season begins, some students
are finding that low funds mean
they will cut back on how
many gifts they buy or how
much money they spend, or
both.
''I' 11 probably limit whom l
give the gifts to," Hughes said.
·He has money saved in his
checking account from a summer job, but he still plans to
only bpy gifts for family and
close th.ends because cash is
limited.
Nasfiville sophomore Susan
Vaughn also worked this summer, but she saved some money
from her day care job specifically for gifts. She said she' ll
probably be able to spend the
same amount this year as on
previous holidays.
Vaughn planned ahead. But
even some students who have
Jobs see some trouble coming
this season.
Louisville senior Tony
Davis has advice for students
who find themselves shopping
on a limited budget.

"Prioritize," Davis said.
Davis works as a lab assistant at Helm Library. He said
having a job helps with the cost
of buying the gifts.
But he said he still can't
give as much as he wants to
everybody.
Davis said his problem is he
wants to give the best he can to
his family, but that gets pricey.
He suggested that anyone on
a tight budget should think
about buying less expensive
gifts such as gift cards and Bath
& Body Works products.
Louisville junior Andrew
Jackson said he catches good
sales before Thanksgiving.
Shopping is a big part of the
holidays. But Scottsville freshman Amy Jones said, although
buying gifts is important, there
are other things to remember.
"The most important thing
is being with the people you
care about," she said.
Reach Shawntaye Hopkins at
news@wkuherald.com.

University Bookstore
hristmas Blowout!
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selected Christmas merchandise
(excludes WKU and Greek Ornaments)

Plus

FREE WKU ORNAMENT
with every $50 purchase.
(One ornament per purchase. Final price before tax.)
(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)
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The University Bookstore
will be open
Monday Dec 16 Wednesday Dec 18
8am-4pm
Visit us online
www.wku.edu/Info/Bookstore
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Looking for a FREE Ride on Friday and Saturday Nights?
Topper Transit bas been rerouted!

tick JlD Srops

Drop O[fs (as Dteddll

Ray's Banquet Hall on 3rd/College
Brewing Company/Downtown Square
. Baker Boys/13th/College
Good fyrnes 2/31-W By-Pass
Great Escape (until midnight)

Campus
Gables
Western Place
Lost Woods
Chestnut St.
Stonehenge/Lampkin Place

Pickups are made 'the beginning of each hour

New Route begins this weekend!
Late Night Hours: Friday & Seturday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
For more information call 745-4354 or visit www.wku.edu/sga.
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Final Exam Schedule
8-10 a.m. _ Classes m .
MONDAY, Dec. 9
meeting first at 9 : a.:ei,ng flr5t at 8 a.m. Monday; 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. -£lasses
30
Monday; 3:45-s: 45 P m ..:_ ~~sday; 1 P-~· to 3 p.m. - Classes meetlng first ar'2!30,p,m.
6-8 p.rn. _ Classe~ ~e r asses meeting at 4 p.m. Monday only and 4 p.m. Mon,/Wed.;
e mg at 5:30 p.m. Monday only, 7 p.m. Monday 9nly ~nd 7 p.m.
Mon./Wed.
8·10 a m
Cl
·
T\IUDAY, Dec. 10
Classes ~e~~ fi::e~
first at 9:05 a.m. Monday; 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 12;20 p.m. Monct . a . • p.m. Tuesday; 1 p,m. to 3 p.m. - Classes meet{ng first at
3:30 p.rn. Tues
:3.~6-5:45 p.m. - Classes meeting at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday only and
· urs,, 6-8 p.m. - Classes meeting at 5 p.m. Tuesday only, 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday only and 6:30 p.m. Tues./Thurs.

r:r

8 a.m.•12·3o

f'~H -.

r;;~ng

WEDNESDAY, Dec. U

ACCT
·
RESERVEO FOR STUDY: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Multiple s~tlons pf
200
Wednesd~ 20
EM 222 and AN 330; 3:45-5:45 p.m. - Classes meeting at 4 pmt.
Yon Y and 5:30 p.m. Mon./Wect.; 6-S p.m. - Cla&aes meeting at 5!30 p.m.
Wednesday only and 7 p.m. Wednesday only.
8-10 am
THURSDAY, Dec.12
meeting r' ; Classes meeting first at 8 a.m. Tuesday; 10:30 a.m.•12:SO p.m. - Classe$
Monda . ,r_s at 10:10 a.m. Monday; 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Classes meeting first at 1:25 p.m.
¥, S.45•5:45 p.m. - Classes meeting at 3:30 Thursday only and 5 p.m. Tues./Thl.lrs.;
6--8 P,m. - Classes meeting at 5 p.m. Thursday only and 6:30 p.m. Thursday only.
8·10
.
.
FRIDAY, Dec.13
.a.m. - Classes meeting first at 11 a.m. Tuesday; 10:30 a.m.•12:30 p.m. - Classes
meeting first at 11:15 Monday; 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Classes meeting first at 2 p,m. Tuesday.

i'

Congratulations to the new
2003 CHB Executiue Board
Chair - Jason Seay
Uice Chair - Deandra UanCleaue
PR Director - Brad Golliher
Sec/Tres - Linda Johnson
Concert - Tony Dauis

"
Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
Western forward Kristina Covington shoots in the 87-67 win over Louisville the Lady Toppers' tenth straight win over the Lady Cards. Covington had 18
points and was named Sun Belt Player of t he Week.

Lecture - nichole Johnson

DRILL: Team rebounds with U of L

Special Euents - natalie Croney

CORTINUED FROM BACK

minority Student Interest - HndrewJackson
Recreation floor - Jennifer ~rtrip
niteclass - Shaun Ketterman

Happy Holidays!
We look forward
to seruing you in

2003!

Pl

effort in the second half lifted the
Lady Toppers to such a big swing.
Reese also recorded her third
straight double-double of the
young season.
'We knew that the first 15
minutes was not the way we play
basketball," Reese said. "If you
play good defense and don't get
the rebound, what's the point?
You just have to play defense
again. You get so tired playing
defense.
"It was very physical in the
paint, but you just have to take the
contact and focus on every shot.
After a while, you don't even
think about it any more."
Louisville head coach Martin
Clapp said he wasn't shocked by
Western's effort on the boards,
pointing to the back court as the
main factor in his team's rebounding follies.
Western's back court combined to out-rebound the
Cardinals' guards 26-16. As a
team, the Lady Toppers outrebounded Louisville 48-32.
"Their rebounding comes
from their guards," Clapp said.
'We're a little smaller than their
guards and should be a little
quicker. I don't think we screen

out well. .. . Fundamentally and
defensively, they did a better job
than we did."
Of course, the offense didn't
hurt Western's efforts.
The Lady Toppers finished the
game with a 53 percent shooting
percentage after shooting 28 percent at one point in the first half.
Kristina Covington rebounded
from one of her worst shooting
nights in memory Friday night
against Clemson, finishing with
18 points. Leslie Logsdon also
bounced back scoring 14.
The tandem went a combined
9-for-15 behind the arc.
"At the end of the first half and
all the second half, they shot the
hell out of the ball," Louisville
guard Sara Nord said.
Nord had a team-high 21
points for the Cardinals.
Afterward, Western coach
Mary Taj'lor Cowles was impressed with the way her young
team, with a shallow bench, has
responded.
"They're going to find a way
to win every ba~ketball game,"
Cowles said, smiling.
As for improvements, she
looks to the defense.
"I told Tiffany Porter-Talbert
today in shoot around that her
whole focus tonight was to not

allow Sara Nord to be an AllAmerican. We have to get better
defensively at one-on-one and
guarding people with the basket
ball."
Also, the Lady Toppers had 21
twnovers to Louisville's 13.
But Logsdon remains impressed with the team's attitude.
"We know that we have the
team to beat any team in the country," she said. "I think we showed
that tonight."

•

Lady Tops fall
to Clemson
Covington went 2-for-20 and
Talbert went l-for-12 from the
field Friday night in a poor shooting performance.
The Lady Toppers lost to
Clemson 69-62 in the BB&T
Classic al home Saturday, finish•
ing the game shooting just over
30 percent from the field.
Reese sparked Western again
grabbing her second double-double of the season (22 point~, 15
rebounds).
The Lady Toppers out
rebounded the Lady Tigers 50-3(},
but failed to shut down the insid~•
play of Amanda White ( 10 points,
lO rebounds) and shooting talent
of Chrissy Floyd, who led all
scorers with I7 points.

DECEMBER GRADUATES!
SGA IS GIVING YOU THE CHANCE TO LEAVE YOUR MARK ON WESTERN.

Applications are du
online

ber 15 and are available
• ku.edu/sga.

Become a part of the Hall of1)istinguished Seniors!
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Swimming

,. REMATCH: Team eyeing redemption
CO!ITIHU£0 FROM BAGK PAGE

share of the conference crown
with Western Illinois.
Then the Toppers beal rival
Murray Stale 59-20 last
Satw·day at home to setup a
long-awaited rematch with
Western Illinois on the road this
Saturday.
It gives Western a chance to
redeem itself after fumbling and
sputteling its way through the
first meeting. Western Illinois
advanced by beating Eastern
Illinois 48-9 last week.
"l hope that the way we've
been playing will keep up,"
junior linebacker Karl Maslowski said. "And keep playing
strong, and I think if we do that
.. we'll be able to beat this
team if we play as a team."
In the first meeting,
Westem's mammoth offensive
line - which averages 301
pounds and nonnally pancakes
defensive lines - was manhandled. A rushing unit that averages 258 yards a game was held
to 154. The Toppers' No. 1 running back now, senior Jon
. Frazier, managed just four yards
on three carries. And Western
fumbled six times, losing three.
"It's another playoff game,"
senior quarterback Jason
Michael said. "But we have a
chance to prove what we didn't
do in the first game. We didn't
play like we're playing now. We
didn' t play as a whole team and
we didn't play as an offense."
Even the swanning defense,
which yields 113 rushing yards
a game, gave up 169, including
126 to freshman running back
Travis Glasford. Since that
game, the defense has allowed
one 100-yard rusher, and three
Western players have been
named Gateway Defensive
Player of the Week.
So the work is cut out for
Western. Nearly every day since
August, the team has been
preaching it will finish this time.
Now is their chance to take
another step.

"

)'

Ohio meet to wrap first half

.
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Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Junior running back Jon Frazier jumps over Murray

Bivens said. "A stiff breeze, no
matter how hard you kick it or
how much technique you try to
use, the wind's going to take
over."
And Veals' return deflated
any comeback hopes for Murray
State.
"It helped our momentum,"
Veals said. "I just play our punt
return the way coach coaches it.
Hit the hole hard, straight up the
field, no dancing."
Senior fullback Jeremi
Johnson had a career-high 160
yards on 12 carries and a touchdown. And sophomore running
back Maurice Bradley carried
the scaling load with three I yard touchdowns.
The Western defense also
had a big day, holding Murray
State to 161 yards below its season average. Sophomore linebacker Charles Thompson led
with 10 tackles.
Reach Keith Farner at
sports@wkuherald.com

FCA back on Hill after 10 years
Herald reporter
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is returning to
Western turf.
Legendary football coach
Jimmy Feix began the group
in 1975, but it left the Hill ten
years ago, after membership
shrank.
Now there is renewed
interest.
"I'm thrilled that FCA is
being brought back, I know
how important it is, and it
seems like a huge in hole in
student life," Feix said. "I'm
very excited and it's wonderful blessing."
At the beginning of the
meeting, only about 30 people filled the auditorium, as
time passed about 40 showed.
Considering the first FCA
meeting in 1975 consisted of

a

Herald reporter

State linebacker William Gavin during Saturday's win.

one of the best offensive showcases in program history.
Rolling up 429 yards, the
Toppers splinted out to a 24-0
lead at the end of the first quarter and never looked back.
'The wind was a little bit of a
factor," Racer Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. "But still, when
you get beat like we got beat
today, you can't blame it on the
wind. They fook it to us, got us
by the throat and didn't let us
breathe."
The 59 points set conference
and school playoff records as
the wind and a swarming
defense slowed the Racers.
The pivotal play came with
Western 59, Murray
just
under eight minutes left in
State 20
the first half. Racer senior punter
In the first round of the I-AA Brian Bivens finally got off a
playoffs last week, the coin toss good kick for 55 yards, but
proved to be the biggest play of junior free safety Antonio Veals
the game. With the wind howl- collected it at his own 14-yard
ing at 25 miles per hour, line and took it 86 yards for a
whichever team won the toss touchdown and the longest
would hold the advantage.
return in league playoff history.
Western did and went on to
"It was very frustrating,"

B Y MEGAN ENGLE

ating nine seniors from last by Ball State 123.5 to 119.5.
year's team. To counter the loss, Even though Gord Veldman and
An incredible first half of the eight freshmen were brought in, Bracco have done well all seaseason for Westem's swimming and so far they've impressed. son, many team members have
contributed to the the team's sucand diving team comes to an end The women are 12-3.
The
team
has
been
led
by
a
cess.
this weekend at the Miami
'The team on a whole is doing
trio
of
freshmen:
Meredith
(Ohio) Invitationals.
great," Bracco said. "We will be
Mountjoy,
Jordan
Beck
and
The event is a three-day meet
Rachel Buncher.
ready for this weekend."
that begins today. The meet will
"I
think that we have turned a
Both teams also liad to adjust
help teams prepare for champito new members of the coaching
lot
of
heads
and
done
a
lot
of
onship competitions. Score will
things that people really didn't staff this year. Former Clemson
be kept, but the main focus will
think we could do," Buncher head coach Bruce Marchionda is
be on individual performances.
said. "We've actually exceeded a new associate head coach,
"Everybody's looking at it my expectations, too, so far in the
while Charles Law became the
with real high expectations," season."
new diving coach.
sophomore Nick Bracco said.
The team also looks to its
"The big adjustment is trying
"And everyone's excited for it, so team captains, Carol Brown and to get each of the swimmers to
I think we'll do well."
Meredith McCauley, for leader- believe in the system that we are
The weekend's meet will con- ship.
running," Marchionda said.
clude the first half of a season
"It's a heavy weight because "And so far, during the course of
that has surprised many people, ... when you're working as a the dual meets, we've had a numincluding the swimmers, divers team, you already have to think ber of people that have lifetime
and coaches.
about the whole team, not only bests in the performances, which
"I'm so very impressed with yourself," Brown said. "But as a is very unusual at this time of the
the type of kids they are," Coach captain you gotta think more year."
Bill Powell said. "Ninety-nine about the others. You got to think
After the meet this weekend,
percent of them are really work- of yourself as a piece of the the team will resume practices on
ing hard in the classroom. And whole work, and just being an Dec. 26 in Aorida to prepare for
they have risen to every occasion example trying to do the right the Gulf Coast Invitationals on
we have given them."
things."
Jan.4.
On the women's side, the
On the men's side, the
Lady Toppers started the season Toppers come into the meet Reach Josh Buckman at
in uncharted territory after gradu- undefeated at 7-0 after squeezing sports@wkuherald.com.
BY JOSH BUCKMAN

only four football players, the
40 students in attendance was
a great feat, organizers said.
"It's our first meeting,
we're just seeing what the
turnout is going to be," said
Elizabethtown sophomore
Andrea Doogs, a member of
the women's soccer team.
Doogs is a team leader of
FCA and is a part of the
social huddle. The social
huddle is in charge of bringing people to athletic events
and showing support.
Other huddles of FCA
include praise and worship,
outreach and community service, prayer, small groups
with men and women Bible
studies, and a skits and games
huddle.
"I feel like FCA is going to
be a good place for people to
come each week to get in the
spirit, that's kind of how I

look at church," said Doogs.
Donald Spann, the men's
basketball strength and conditioning coach, is the new
Director of FCA. He
describes FCA as a ministry
for students and athletes to
hear the word of Christ.
"This year God is definitely blessing us and there are
many people willing to work,
which is one of the main reasons FCA is able to start back
up," Spann said.
FCA differs in comparison
to the Baptist Student Union
and Campus Crusade for
Christ, in the sense that
Christian student athletes will
be running the entire show,
however anyone is welcome.
"We're hoping to bring in
not just student athletes, but
bring in every form of student
life," Spann said.

'ISLAND: Hawaii ranked No. 2
CONTINUED FR OM BACK PAG E attendance, selling out the 10,300

The smiles, jokes and chuckles turned into a roar of disbelief
as the bracket appeared on the
television screens, and Westem's
Polynesian dreams came true.
The euphoric shock continued
for 20 minutes as players made
frantic cell phone calls home to
family and friends.
Sophomore Amanda Schiff
was beaming with excitement following the revelation of their destination. She showed her confidence and sense of humor in making her NCAA predictions.
"Oh we're going, we're going
Final Four!"
Her teammates were less bold,
but no less thrilled.
"I just kept screaming," a jubilant Amanda Cecil said. "I couldn't even think about it at first, but
as soon as I got my thoughts
together, I was like 'Whoa, what a
great team."'
While the trip to Hawaii may
sound like a dream come true for
the Lady Toppers, many obstacles
lay in their way.
The Rainbow Wahine enters
the NCAA Tournament as the No.
2 team in the nation, but the No. 6
seed in the tournament. Hawaii
comes into tonight's match with a
30-1 record, with its only loss
corning to defending NCAA
champion Stanford.
''There is initial excitement,
obviously, anytime you are getting a trip to the Hawaiian Islands.
You're not going to be too disappointed," Hudson said. "But from
a competitive standpoint, it's
somewhat disappointing. Hawaii
is one of the teams that will be
competing for a national championship."
The match will be played in
front of one of the most hostile
crowds in the country. Hawaii traditionally leads the nation in

seat Stan Sheriff Center on a regular basis.
"I don't think anything, for
any team in the country, can prepare you to go into the Stan
Sheriff Center," Hudson said.
'The biggest, best teams in the
country go in there, and they are
playing in front of five or six
thousand more people than they
ever played in front of. This will
rival the Final Four in terms of
atmosphere."

Hudson is also concerned with
the 14-hour flight that spans
4,349 miles. Tonight's match will
begin at 7 local time, but it will be
11 p.m. on the Hill when the first
ball drops.
The winner of tonight's match
will meet the winner of the Washington/Colorado State match
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Honolulu
for a trip to the Sweet 16.
Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com.

YOU MAY BE A
UNITARIAN
UNIVERSALIST
IF YOU ...

• Believe in the inherent worth and
dignity of every person ...
• Respect the interdependent web of
all existence of which we are a part.

Unitarian Universalists are people like you who
express themselves in these ways. We extend a special welcome to WKU students, faculty, and area families. We are located conveniently near campus. All
are invited to join us each Sunday at 11 a.m.

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
2033 Nashville Road (US 31W South) Phone (270)842-4060
For more information see our website:
www.bowlinggreen.net/~uuchurch

"The church that asks not that
all think alike... but that all
alike THINK!"

Optional Payment Plan...
At Wendy's we understand that college students don't have large
amounts of cash, that's why we accept personal checks.
--.
We also offer ten items on our Super
, ....,...
Value Menu for only 99 cents to
compensate for the amount you spend
,:;.PA~~=---------"'_•_ _ $ __
..... ....,_
on books.
...
So next time youre short on cash stop
r.:,
""'
.. by Wendy's and e~oy great food with
t::
.great payment options.
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-

------- ___ ----------

........
......

-

We're Open Until Midnight

•

•
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Party on the
1-800-SOPAD
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·TRIPS: Young season has been up and down for Tops
f.OuTINUED FROM BACK PA&E

ing Western started the season and
remains without the services of 7foot- I center Chris Marcus.
The Toppers bounced back in
their home opener with Virginia
Commonwealth, winning in overtime. Then they hammered
Auburn at Nashville's Gaylord
Entertain-ment Center.
"We're really pleased with the
result of the game, and to see we
improved a little bit from the way
we've been playing so far,"
Felton said after the Auburn win.
"It's fortunate because we've
been a vulnerable team while
we've been struggling with our
confidence and carrying the
heavy burden of expectations."
But the loss of projected key
contributors has also given players like senior forward Nate
Williams the opportunity to
showcase his talents. Williams
had just six points at Evansville,
but was one of six Toppers in double figures against Auburn. But he
didn't grab a single rebound.
"I pointed out the fact that he
played 17 minutes (versus
Auburn) and played 13 minutes
tonight (against Evansville) with
none, and I told him I was disappointed," Felton said of Williams.
'That's 30 straight minutes without a rebound. We've got to be
better than that."
Williams snagged seven
boards in the second halfTuesday.
Aside from steady reserve play
the Toppers will need more disciplined shot selection to keep
improving. Western hit 12 of 39
3-pointers at Evansville.
"We've got to learn to play
team offense and not just settle for
early perimeter shots like we did
tonight," Felton said.
Western will stay on the road
and try to steady its path as it trav-

The Toppers drilled Auburn of
the Southeastern Conference 89
70.
' . After being beaten by Western
~n almoS t every way possible durmg the second half Sunday
Auburn coach Cliff Ellis wa~
completely humble in his assessme~t of the Hilltoppers.
Overall, we just got whipped
on the boards, and I commend
Western on the way they competed and fo_ught in the second half to
get back m the game and take control of the ballgame," Ellis said.
Tuesday night, it was Felton
~ho was eating humble pie after
his Toppers came out lethargic
and played poorly against the
A~s - mostly on the boards.
. ~.ey outworked us," Felton
said. Rebounding is about
effort. They're a lot bigger than
us, but we have never relied on
that excuse when it comes to
rebounding."
For a reference, Felton could
have pointed to the victory over
the Tigers when Western outrebounded a much bigger club
rather handily, 28-21.
"We were just inconsistent,"
forward David Boyden said. "We
didn't come out and defend like
we ~d in the Auburn game, and
we didn't pass the ball like we did
in the Auburn game."
This infant season, Western
has already had to play without
several key companions.
After starting the season with
Halley's Comet high hopes,
Western was brought back down
to the hardwood with a resounding thud by virtue of a beating at
No. I Arizona and the loss of forward Todor Pandov. The Pandov
injury was a major one, consider-

•

photo by Aaron Thompson
Freshman Anthony Winchester dives for the ball against Auburn guard Lewis Monroe. Winchester and the Hilltoppers overcame a slow start to rout the Tigers, 89-70 in Nashville's Gaylord Entertainment Center Sunday.

els to Murray State Saturday for a
7 p.m. tip-off.

Honors and injuries
Wells was named Sun Belt
Conference Player of the Week
Tuesday after averaging 19.5
points and five rebounds in
I

Western's two victories.
Having sported a suit on the
sideline in Western's win over
Auburn, freshman guard Kevin
Massiah didn't travel with the
Hilltoppers to Evansville. He
didn't practice or play in a
week to allow a high ankle
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Monday after practice. \\ here
Marcus was again a no-show.
Felton denied rumors that the
big man was no longer on the
team.
Reach Kyle Hightower at
spor1s@wk11herald.co111.

THE POTTERY COTTAGE

20°/o Savings
' '

sprain to heal. Massiah is
expected to get back on the
court today.
Also, Marcus didn't travel
with the team to the Auburn or
Evansville gam~. Felton said
Marcus was l;\s}me studying
after his absenc(j, in Nashville.

on regular priced items
Paint your own Bisk
Fun.for All!
Also Available Custom Made Items:
Plates, Platters & Cups, Almost
Anything You Want!

Open 12-6
943 E. 11th Street

842-1800

Swimming inks eight
Western's swimming and
diving team has announced the
signing of eight new swimmers for next season.
The recruits (seven women
and one man) include:
Alabama state champion backstroker Samantha Sa-wak;
Audrey Barnard of Memphis,
who can participate in any
swimming event and Angela
Bennett, who holds seven
school records at Clark High

School in Las Vegas.
While it is impossible to
know how the new recruits
will make the jump from high
school to college. Coach Bill
Powell is optimistic.
"All seven girls can make
an immediate impact,'' Powell said.
Recruiting will continue
through spring. where Powell
hopes to focus on the men's
side.
-J<J.\h Buckman
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LIVING GIFTS GARDEN SHOP
ATTENTION FACULTY

Sp.eciaficing, in J,oq,
fl,¥~ &: fJJowdiful
f]Ja✓.,/iek,

of, i!a6.f,, fj-.Jiage,

Handmade Candles - Poinsettas
Herbal Bread Pots
Dried & Live Lavender
Wreaths - Mini Herbs - Garden Gifts

1228 Center Steet
Bowling Green, KY
Look for the Purple Gate
and Awning
796-6942

Sports schedule over the break
DECEMBER
14 - WBB Sat Murray State, Bowling Green 7 p,m.
15 - MBB Sun llhno1s State, Bowling Green 3 p.m.
16- WBB Mon at M1ss1ss1pp1, Oxford, Miss. 7 p.m.
18 - MBB Wed Southern Miss., Bowling Green 7 p.m
19 - WBB Thu at Western Illinois, Macomb, Ill 7 p.rn.
20 - MBB Fn St. Francis {Pa.), Bowling Green, Ky. 8·30 p.m.
22 - WBB Sun at llllnois-Cl\icago, Chicago, Ill. 2·00 p.m.
23- MB8 Mon at Paclfic. Stockton, Ca. 9 Pm.
27-30 - MBB Rainbow Classic, Honolulu 12.30 am.
30 - WBB Liberty, Bowling Green, Ky. 7 p.m.
JANUARY
2 - WBB Thu at Tennessee Tech, Cookeville, Tenn. 7 p.rn.
4 - MBB Sat Middle Tennessee• (DH), Murfre boro. Tn. 7 p.m.
WBB at Middle Tennessee*, Murfreesboro Tenn.4:30 p.m.
SW Gulf Coast lnv1tatlonal, Sarasota, Fla.
9 - MBB Thu Arkansas-Little Rock* ,Little Rock, Ar 7 p.m.
WBB Arkansas-little Rock*, Bowling Green, Ky. 7 p.m.
11 - MBB Sat Arkansas State•, Jonesboro, Ar. 7 p.m.
WBB Arkansas State•, Bowling Green, Ky T p.m.
SW Wnght State, Bowling Green, Ky. 1 p.m.
KEY: swtmmlnc (SW), Men'• betketbllll (MBB), Women'• basketball (WBB)

• llenotfl con,.,._ action

Want to make your Christmas
a little more merrier?
Apply for SGA's Buy-'A-Book
Scholarship.
Applications are available online ~t www.~ku.edu/sga.
Call 745-4354 for more 1nformat1on.
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LellloX a nd Lemox II will be paying
finals week prices for books
starting December 2.
We wish everyone a great Holiday
Season, and we'll see you next year!

Do your
H oliday
Shopping
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• Western 's first-round opponent
in the NCAA volleyball tournament, f{awaii, has won three
national championships. They
average'-ver 10,000 fans a game.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Volleyball

Western off to big

island for NCAA
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
After winning a national-best
33 matches, Western thought it
deserved a relaxing vacation on a
sunny beach. The Lady Toppers
got just that - hold the relaxing
part - when they were selected
to take on NCAA Tournament
host Hawaii tonight in Honolulu.
The announcement came
Sunday night on ESPNews.
Family and fans joined coach
Travis Hudson and his team at
Montana Grill for the selection
show. By 8 p.m., the scheduled
time for the selection show, the
atmosphere was electric.
Hudson had waited eight years
to see his team land in the Big
Dance, but he had to wait an additional 20 minutes as the selection

show was delayed for one more
round of NFL highlights. The
coach could barely contain himself during the excruciating delay.
Finally, the brackets were
unveiled and the overflow crowd
sat in eager excitement. A tense
moment came when Northern
Iowa was announced as a host. A
sigh of relief came from the team
when it was apparent they
weren't making the trek to the
snowy plains of the Midwest.
The sighs turned to giddy
smiles when Honolulu was
named the site of the Central
Region opening rounds. In the
days following its Sun Belt title
and automatic bid to the tournament, the team had joked about
playing in Hawaii.

Su
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Jenny Sevcik/Herald
Senior tight end Matt Rogers scores a touchdown in the fourth quarter Saturday as Murray State free
safety Demetrck Westbrook tries to stop him. Western won 59-20.

Football

Tops drop rival, get rematch
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
Sept. 14 was a nice, early autumn
day in Bowling Green. Eighty-seven
degrees, partly sunny skies and a 16
mph breeze out of the south.
It seemed the view from every
direction was picturesque - everywhere but the Western sideline of
Jimmy Feix field. Or in the Hilltopper
locker room. Or in the offensive huddle.
That's because on that day, the
Western offense was as cold as the temperature is tt>day in a 14-0 loss to Western Illinois

(11-1), the second straight to theLeathemecks.
There were seven punts and just 154 rushing yards for a unit that has been in
the nation's top 10 rushing offenses
for 10 straight years.
"We just got handled on both
sides of the line of scrimmage,"
Coach Jack Harbaugh said then.
"And that isn't characteristic for us in
this stadium."
It was Western's first home
shutout in 23 years and left players
and coaches wondering if they'd
have a shot at the Gateway Conference
championship.

&9

WBU

20

IJSU

Jenny Sevcik/Herald
Westem freshman forward Krystal Gardner played 18

They were hit harder than a Monday
morning.
No team has ever won the Gateway with
two losses, and the Toppers (9-3) still had six
conference games left.
"Our backs were against the wall,"
Harbaugh said. "We continued to fight and
had great senior leadership, 19 youngsters
that refused to give in."
Since that day, they've only lost once and
are riding a seven-game winning streak.
With the championship on the line twoand-a-half weeks ago at Southern Illinois,
Western took care of business and claimed a

I

81

It's anlazing how far a team can
travel just four games.
Anf we're not just talking about
miles Qere.
It was just about this time a month
ago that Dennis Felton and his
Hilltoppers were preparing to skip
down their own yellow brick road.
They were getting ready to travel
the path that was going to lead them to the

\?

"Wizard of the later rounds of the NCAA
Tournament'' by the end of the 200203 season.
And while it still might, at 2-2 following an 81-76 overtime loss at wayward Evansville in overtime, the snow
that blanketed Western yesterday is
falling in more ways than one in
Hilltopper country.
Western survived poor rebounding
and a sluggish start, but in the end succumbed to a gritty Aces' club that was keyed
by a 3-pointer with less than a second

1JE

78

WAU

Women drill Cards,
edged by Clemson
BY

Western rips Auburn, trips at Evansville
Herald reporter

Women's basketball

SEE REMATCH PAGE 8B

Men's basketball

BY KYLE HIGHTOWER

minutes in her debut against the University of
Louisville Tuesday at Diddle Arena.

remaining in regulation and a frontcourt that
notched 64 points.
Evansville forward Jan Hanavan scored a
game-high 25 points, center Dan Lytle added
20 and forward Clint Cuffie dropped 19
points for the Aces, who ended a two-game
losing streak to Western.
Mike Wells led the Hilltoppers with 19 of
his own (all in the final 20 minutes) and
Patrick Sparks put up 18 (all in the first half).
1\vo days earlier, the story was different.
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J. MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
1\vo Lady Topper teams
showed up against Louisville
Tuesday night.
One fell behind 26-11 to open
the game. The other stormed back
to dominate the Cardinals and
grab the 87-67 victory.
The Cardinals used an 11-0
run to subdue the Lady Toppers in
the first 12 minutes of play, but
Western came out of the eightminute media timeout with a
heightened focus, scoring nine
unanswered points in just over a
minute and closing the gap.
Louisville (1-2) went cold
from the field, allowing the Lady
Toppers (2-1) to tie the game at 39
by halftime and enter the locker
room with a wave of confidence.

Western returned with an energized T:dfany Porter-Talbert.
Porter-Talbert, a freshman,
scored the first 10 points of the
second half, giving the Lady
Toppers their first lead since the
game's first possession and
enough fire power to silence the
Cardinals for the rest of the game.
She led all scorers with 23
points.
"In the first half, we didn't
have the intensity we should have
came out with," Porter-Talbert
said. "In the second half, we started pushing the ball. When you go
in at halftime you just have to
look at the score as being 0-0."
Senior forward Shala Reese,
who finished with 21 points and 10
rebounds, said a better defensive
SEE DRILL PAGE
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This booty-shaking band has taken the funk of Clinton and Tower of
Power, and tossed In some Hendrix and hard rock to produce the
hippest, freshest mix of contemporary styles to ever grace your

Co 1°s 0

,,area.
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Located In the Downtown District of Bowling Green

270-783-0088
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